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I dedicate this book,
with deepest respect, love and admiration,
to my parents.

With parents at age 9
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“You are not only responsible
for bringing me on this planet,
but equally responsible for
making me understand what
unrelenting passion can do to
a life. I am truly grateful to you.”

Straight from the Heart

I have
always been

like this!

This is what my near and dear ones have to say about me. The ones who launched
me on this planet (1974). The ones who laughed with me as I lost 27 ‘imported’
Matchbox cars in sands on a construction site that day (1978). The ones who have
encouraged me to create innovative obstacles for my favourite Leo toy car (1981).
The ones who noticed me miss a wonderful trip to Goa because of the Reliance
World Cup (1987). The ones who were around when I made it to the top ten in
my Higher Secondary board examinations (1992). The ones who ensured that my
love embraced its destiny (2000). Those ones who showered their unadulterated
blessings on me as I took upon the professional journey (2002). The ones who have
always taught me as I tried to teach them (2003). The ones who were by my side
when I lost very dear ones (2009 and 2012).
Life is Difficult! But not for me. Right from the day I was born, I have been cared for by,
understood by, encouraged by, and supported by so many wonderful human beings,
whom I find immensely difficult to categorize as family, friends, students, teachers,
colleagues, clients and vendors. This book that you are holding is a humble endeavor to
identify, recognize, acknowledge and most importantly express my feeling of immense
gratitude towards each one of them, who have shaped my development and growth
during all these years.
This book has a vested interest. On one hand as I try to genuinely acknowledge the
contribution of everyone responsible for my growth, this book also presents an
opportunity to put together and introspect upon the professional journey of ESSTEAM,
which celebrated its 10th birthday on 18th August, 2012. We have tried to record
projects grouped under various relevant categories, and at the same time looked at
some interesting data which gives an overview of the activities and people.
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“Let us be grateful to the people
who make us happy; they are the
charming gardeners who make our
souls blossom.”
— Marcel Proust

1
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To my
Family
1

6

Wherever I travelled abroad, lot of casual conversations
with my phirang friends ended in discussing the
system of ‘arranged marriage’ in India. People
wonder and are uttlerly amused to learn how one can
commit the rest of one’s life to someone whom they
have just met and barely know! They usually argue
for the lack of logic and common sense behind such
commitments and social arrangements. However, as
I unleash some data, they get buried under the pile of
the over 100 million successful arranged marriages
surviving presently in India. This is what our society is
about and it nurtures one of the best family systems
and values that one can come across on the globe.
My family is no different. My mom, a gynaecologist
and my dad, an ophthalmologist, got together into
such an alliance in 1969. After that, they got onto their

3

hyper mode of professional conquest as they reigned
rightfully over their kingdom spanning from South
Gujarat right upto Baroda in the north. From whatever
I remember since my childhood, I always found them
working extremely hard (days often beginning at 5.30
am) and enjoying their life fully as my house became a
hot spot for the various cultural maestros and theatre
stalwarts visiting the city (days ending at 3 am in the
night). Parents are role models for every child, and
children learn the most by observing them and hardly
by listening to their advice. My parents’ qualities of
extreme passion towards their work, right work-family
balance, integrity to the core, and responsibility to the
society, are something which I experienced almost
every day and no wonder, I always dreamt (and still
do) to become like them!
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What is sibling rivalry? I wish I could take you back
in time and give you an extreme demonstration
as I remember pulling the hair and nearly dragging
my elder sister Rupal (now a senior and successful
gynecologist and IVF specialist in Surat). The
challenges of survival, lessons to combat insecurity
and methods of ego nourishment, and at the same
time, benefits of tolerance and joy of giving… all these
packed together in so many eventful years, that is
something I can never forget.
And then came the lady of my life! I met a young girl,
18 years old, striving desperately to get admission in
the course of Architecture at the coveted college at
Ahmedabad. On lending her a helping hand for her
admission preparation, she directly found the way
to my heart. 1995 marks the year when we formally
committed to sharing our lives with each other,
which was later, reinforced by our marriage in 2000.
I dread calling it a clichéd ‘love marriage’, and I am
more comfortable with the term that I use for this,
self-arranged marriage. During the journey so far, we
have shared a very special relationship, based on

4

the pillars of understanding, consideration towards
each other’s personal space and abundant love. Our
most cherished creations together till date have been
Saumya (9) and Sanjana (5). Becoming parents brings
a huge shift in our paradigms and perspective on life.
It’s a huge responsibility as I recall everyday the fact
that my children are going to learn from observing my
behaviour, and not from what I tell them.
Each one of us is like a stone chucked into still water.
The ripples are like our extended families, which grow
with passing time. It feels great to be surrounded and
supported by so many beautiful people in Saloni’s
and Rupal’s families as well as my cousins.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

With Saloni — Honeymoon (2000)
Saumya and Sanjana — Madhubhan Resort (2011)
With Saumya — Dubai (2011)
With Mihir, Saloni and Anar — Surat (2011)
With Rupal — (1981)
With Family — Dhuleti (2012)
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To my
Teachers
Never before has India realized the importance of good
education more than today! Recent times have seen the
birth of various educational institutes, from primary schools
to colleges, and we are slowly but surely working towards the
core area – Education, that would drive India’s future. I quote
what one of India’s Presidents and a great educationist Dr. S.
Radhakrishnan said in 1960s on this all important issue:
“Our real hope is on the shoulders of younger children. The
older generation, our brains are fixed... the younger generation,
if we feed them and properly educate them, they will change
the world and create a more compassionate world.”

The way I think today is largely influenced and
moulded by my teachers at School and College.
At any given point of academic life, there is always
a teacher whom we look up to with immense
respect and almost as a role model; not just
because of their knowledge of the subject, but
more so because of their commitment towards
their students to ensure that they learn.
5
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Teachers of Sir J. J. Primary School, Surat in the 1980s

Luckily, I had lots of such teachers working over me
all through my schooling days at Surat. I am not able to
recall all, but I do distinctly remember Parvin Teacher (1st
Standard), Panjwani Teacher (5th Standard), Hiren Sir (9th
Standard) and Jani Sir (Biology Teacher, 12th Standard).
These beautiful people are doing a wonderfully noble and
thankless job, and are responsible for making confident,
thinking, successful people out of carefree kids. They have
laid strong foundations for so many of us, year after year,
and I feel very grateful towards them.
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architecture in India, Mr. Balkrishna V. Doshi. In the
first year itself, Prof. Miki Desai deflated the ego of
having scored so many marks in the Gujarat Board
12th Grade Exams, and infused within me a belief
that good designs can only come through good
processes. In the second year, Prof. Anant Raje
drilled the importance of discipline and systems
in architecture. In the third year, Prof. Neelkanth
Chhaya made me realise that architecture
transcends beyond mere functionality, and there
is so much more to it. In the fourth year, I was off
campus, first doing my professional training under
Ar. Krishnarao Jaisim at Fountainhead, Bangalore
and then to studing for one semester at Technische
Universiteit (TU), Delft, Holland under the student
exchange programme. Mr. Jaisim is a wonderful
man, almost like the Howard Roark in the Ayn Rand
classic — Fountainhead. During my stint at his
office as a trainee, on numerous occasions, I was
deeply touched, and sometimes shaken up to see
how passion for architecture superseded all the
materialistic and commercial aspects of practice.
I had told myself then, “I want to be like Mr. Jaisim
when I have my own firm!”

2

During my study at TU Delft, The Netherlands in
1996, I came across various cultural shocks, almost
every day, ruthlessly posing questions to everything
I believed till that point of time in life. It was a

3

4

7

Going to study architecture at CEPT, Ahmedabad
was a huge event in my life. CEPT is known to do
strange things to students getting in… they become
so independent in their thinking and so genuine
in their concerns that lot of them end up quitting
architecture after college to pick up something that
is more meaningful for the world and for them. For
me, CEPT shattered a lot of paradigms, making
space for many more to be constructed. It started
in 1992, under the awe of learning architecture in
the college set up by one of the pioneers of modern
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wonderful experience studying architecture along
with about 3000 students from about 30 countries
in the world. How can I forget my interactions with
Prof. Wouter Deen, a young teacher at TU Delft,
who took special interest in my design process,
teaching me various things about architecture and
beyond. After the exchange programme, I was back
at CEPT campus to complete my undergraduate
studies. The year spent working on my Thesis was a
very crucial time which I spent under the constant
guidance of late Prof. Kurula Varkey. His clarity
of thought and commitment towards work was
outstanding, and I behold him as my true mentor
and very close to my heart. To be honest, even after
12 years of leaving campus, there has hardly been
a day when I have not thought about him. In fact, it
was on his insistence that I enrolled for Masters in
Urban Design at CEPT after graduation. During the
masters studies, Prof. Rameshwar, a tough task
master, helped me immensely in understanding
larger scales of projects and issues alike. After
completing my formal education, I was fortunate
to work under Dr. Bimal Patel, HCPDPM and EPC,
Ahmedabad, where I learnt serious lessons in what
to do and also in what not to do in professional
practice. I am greatly indebted to him for making me
realise the significance of systems and processes
in professional practice management.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prof. B. V. Doshi
Ar. Krishnarao Jaisim
Dr. Bimal Patel
Snehal with Late Prof. Kurula Varkey
Sanjeev Shah and Sheeba Nair

5

Learning is a lifelong process! After learning the lessons in developing the ‘Character of Buildings’, now
it was time for lessons in ‘Building of Character’. That 3 day workshop of the NGO Oasis in 2004 pushed
me onto a path of conscious self-development as a human being. The learning is still on, and now as
a facilitator of such a workshop by Oasis, the learning has become even more rapid and indepth! I am
indebted to all the team members of Oasis for taking up this selfless cause to help people grow into
good human beings!
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To my
Friends

I must be about 10 when I watched Ramesh Sippy’s mega
block buster Sholay. What stuck with me since then was the
beautiful song sequence in which the side-car separates from
the motorcycle and then rejoins it again towards the end of the
song. On one level it was funny to watch, but metaphorically,
it symbolized what friendship is all about! Friends may
disconnect somewhere in life as they part ways in search of
their own destiny, however, its never difficult to reconnect when
they meet again. Its never about profiting from a relationship;
its about a having a security that there is always someone for
you when you need them.
My story is no different. During my school days at Sir J. J.
Primary School or C. C. Shah Experimental High School or
St. Xavier’s High School, I came across so many interesting
and diverse kinds of little people around me; probably some
of them know me better than I know myself. I have distinct
memories of classifying my classmates into friends and
academic rivals. I remember the rush to the school canteen in
the recess; and invariably the stronger friend managed to buy
my favourite cream roll amidst the great rush, reminding of
what Darwin professed. First lessons in sharing, caring, flirting,
fighting, competition, honesty — all were learnt together along
with this wonderful pack, to name a few — Samir, Divyesh,
Kapil, Bhavik, Cyrus, Hiren, Ritesh, Jitu, Sudeep, and Apurva.
College time marks the next round of making friends. These
friends are different from the childhood friends. These are the
ones who eventually become fellow professionals and hence,
the field of communication is often restricted to architecture
and around. However, amongst them too, I came across a few,
who came closer than what professional friendship demands.
These are the guys who I feel so lucky to have as friends, who
have witnessed my growth as a person and as an architect
and who have always been there to encourage and support
without a trace of professional rivalry. Aashit, Niraj, Sujan,
Rutul and Sagar are guys who know me inside out and I am
very comfortable in sharing my struggles and achievements
alike with them. A little difficult to believe, however, is that
Gertjan Nijhoff, a fellow architect, thriving across the Atlantic
Ocean at Rotterdam (Holland) is someone whom I can include
in this list.

1

The transition from academics to professional life is very
exciting. It’s totally a matter of chance as one bumps into some
very fine people from different walks of life, who get attracted
towards you and vice versa, as it ends up into a friendship
which eventually grows way beyond professional engagements
and commitments. I feel fortunate to have some very good
friends in Parag, Nirav, Janakbhai, Balubhai, Kaizer, Jabir and
Vishal, to name a few. This category of friends usually drag you
into various interesting and useful experiences of life which
really help you in your growth as a person.

2

9
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Class of ‘81 — Sir J. J. Primary School
With Kapil, Cyrus, Divyesh and Bhavik
Party-time with college friends — Ahmedabad
With Niraj and Nimisha — Ahmedabad
At Petra and Gertjan’s wedding — Rotterdam
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When I started my office, it was just myself, Saloni
and a freshly graduated civil engineer, Ashwin. We
occupied an office in 2002 which had about 12
workstations and a lot of other infrastructure to go
with it. In the first month, I used to sit down in front
of these 12 workstations and wonder how and when I
would be able locate the remaining ‘staff’? How would
I get projects to feed them? To be honest, at that time,
I had no answers. I almost concluded that these 12
workstations is a lot of space that would probably last
me for my lifetime!

Well, things did not work out as I had expected. It
worked out far better than that. The interesting works
that our office started producing started attracting
people hoping for a career with us. Department of
Architecture, SCET, where I have been teaching since,
became an important source for this.
Somewhere down the line, I realized that people
joining the office are not just ‘staff’ who work to make
a living. It dawned upon me that beyond the financial
part, people joined with lot of other aspirations for
job satisfaction, personality growth and character
building. So that point onwards, we changed the
approach of our practice. They ceased being ‘staff’
and became ‘team members’. Programs have been,
and are continuously being designed to take care of
their growth and evolution, and also to give them an
immense sense of belonging towards the office. The
hunt for staff ended up in formation of a family where
everyone loves their job and the people in the office.
Needless to mention that we outlived the 12
workstations and gobbled up the other 2 floors of
‘Snehal Clinic’ by end of 2006. Over 95 individuals
have worked with us till date, and presently we are a
closely knit team of 35 intense personalities. Each of
these have played their role handsomely in making
our firm what it is today, and I am truly humbled
when I look back and see what these beautiful
people have done to our firm in a short period of ten
years. I am truly honoured and privileged to lead this

amazing team and am out of words in expressing my
gratefulness towards them.
Looking at the future (a long one, beyond my own
professional career), this year the proprietary firm
M/s S.Team Design Services is now altered to a
partnership firm M/s ESSTEAM.
My professional career started almost at the same
time as my career in academics as a teacher. I
was invited to join the Faculty of Architecture at
SCET, Surat by Persibhai Engineer and have been
associated with it as a visiting faculty eversince. For a
brief period of one and a half years, I also served as a
full time adhoc lecturer at SCET. As a visiting faculty,
one is at the crossroads of the professional practice
and academics. Usually, these two are perceived as
opposites. However, in my case, the pressure of living
upto what I teach my students really pushed me in
my profession to do things right and not give in to
the so called ‘practical’ (read false-yet-convenient)
aspects. At SCET, I met so many wonderful people
like Maheshbhai, Persibhai, Hemrashmibhai,
Bhavnaben, Nehalben, Beenaben, Saroshbhai, Azmi
and Parulben, the interaction with whom on various
matters only enriched my knowledge about teaching
and sharpened various perspectives on academics,
management and very importantly, committment. I
genuinely appreciate the contribution of these as well
as all other team members (including my favourite
peon Amratbhai) at SCET.

With constant and rapid technological advancements
taking place every passing day, design practice has
become very multi-dimensional. Throughout these
years, we have teamed up with various specialized
consultants for design of structure, HVAC, electrical,
plumbing, fire fighting, low voltage systems, kitchen,
landscape and art installations for various projects.
We have learnt immensely thorough our association
and interactions with these consultants, to name a
few, Pankajbhai Dharker, Hiren Desai, Jalil Shaikh,
Hemant Shukla, Minesh Shah, Jayesh Shah, Apoorva
Parikh, Sandeep Patil, Bob van Gills, Supriya Mulay,
Jabir Kureshi, and Selvarasu and his team at LEAD,
Bangalore. To make things happen in the right way
and at the right time in a project, the role of the project
managers and site engineers is crucial, and in this
respect, I would specially like to thank Murad Lakhani,
Chitrang Rana, Devesh Chaturvedi, Pankajbhai Varia
and others for their contribution as project managers
in several important projects.
Little did I know about professional practice when I
started my practice in 2002. However, in the last
ten years, I have witnessed a series of helping
hands and guiding words by the stalwarts and active
professionals in Surat, because of which I have
had help with many issues pertaining to day-to-day
professional practice.

To my
Colleagues
11
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Team ESSTEAM
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To my
Students
Down the line, I am unable to recall where I had learnt that the best
way to learn is to teach. Usually when we learn something, there
are lots of aspects we are not very clear about. The responsibility
to teach tends to put that additional pressure to be absolutely clear
about all aspects. Further, when one practices what one teaches, it
demands a pretty high level of integrity which gives us tremendous
satisfaction as life progresses.
After completing my post-graduation in Urban Design in 2001, I
immediately joined the Faculty of Architecture at Sarvajanik College
of Engineering and Technology, Surat at a visiting faculty. Later on
in 2003–04, I enjoyed being a full time lecturer, and from 2004 till
date, have been a regular visiting faculty over there. In these 11
years of teaching career, I came across some wonderful students,
who impressed and taught me several important lessons. A couple of
them, Jigar and Nikunj, are now the pillars of my firm. A few of them
Hansal Lakdawala, Dinesh Suthar, Nikunj Patel (fondly called Nikunj
UI), Heta Naik (now Heta Nikunj Patel after she met Nikunj at our
office), Deepa Aswani, Sunil Gehani, Ankur Desai, Kinjal Shah and
Hiral Patel, joined us at office for a few years and made important
contributions to the progress of the firm.
All the lessons in Ethics and Aesthetics that I have been teaching
to my students have put a great pressure on me to put them into
practice. I am aware that each student is trying to constantly figure
out whether I am putting into practice what I have been trying to teach
them. This works very well for me since it is a constant source of
professional guiding light. If I analyze the success of my firm, I owe a
lot to this guiding light.
I am truly grateful to my students for making the constant evolution,
a part of my routine through their ideas, questions, queries, love and
co-operation.

Saloni and Snehal as perceived by Praveen Jude Brown, an alumnus of SCET — Surat

13
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To my
Clients
There is a distinct similarity between a firm
and a Banyan tree. It starts with only one
seed (read project), and then once the tree
grows, it forms multiple branches (read
associated people), and some of them reach
back to the ground, become the support and
allow the tree to grow bigger and spread
rapidly.

For this book, while we were compiling the comprehensive list of the clients, we
figured out that we have only 4 real clients for whom we have completed about 350
projects in these 10 years. Sounds unbelievable, buts that’s the way it is! There is a
distinct similarity between a firm and a Banyan tree. It starts with only one seed (read
project), and then once the tree grows, it forms multiple branches (read associated
people), and some of them reach back to the ground, become the support and allow
the tree to grow bigger and spread rapidly. We could identify four such clients (read
seeds) whom we came in touch with through destiny. Then all the other clients to
follow were either related to, friends of, working in the same company of, in the same
trade or acquaintance of these four clients or were acquaintances. Looking back,
we can only contemplate that had these four people somehow not bumped into me
during these ten years, what would be the repercussions on ESSTEAM’s growth!
All these years we have worked on a variety of interesting projects spanning
residences, mass housing, offices, commercial buildings, retail showrooms,
restaurants, hospitals, factories, institutions, events, exhibition stalls and public
spaces. Every project exposed us to some very diverse and interesting people in the
form of clients. I can classify them into three categories:
1. The ones who do not understand their needs and they know that! These clients
have put total trust on our competence and integrity. They have seldom asked us
what we are trying to do. This approach makes us work with added responsibility and
has made us work with special care for them.
2. The ones who understand their needs and they know that! These clients are
the ones with whom we have tried to synergize with and facilitate the process of
reaching the final product. Most of these clients are very well travelled and have
good understanding about technologies, and to some extent a reasonable sense
of design. Lot of times these clients offer some competence that we can use or
some product that they manufacture which we can incorporate in the design. These
processes have usually generated final products that have given a tremendous
sense of ownership to the clients, since there is a piece of their own mind and/or
expertise being actively used.
3. The ones who do not understand their needs and they do not know it! This group of
clients is the toughest one. They have usually taken us on journeys out of our comfort
zone and in the end they have taught us important lessons in human behavior,
patience and proaction.
We feel equally honoured to have all the three types of clients since each of them
have contributed in our progress and evolution. I am grateful to each and every
client for giving us an opportunity to serve them, and what we have achieved would
not have been possible at all without their co-operation, understanding, trust and
encouragement.

15
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Shah

Raju

Sanjay Kapadia

Urav Patel

Dishant m Parikh

Karmavirbhai

Premal Thakkar

Shashikant R Pandey

Dineshbhai

Vijay Patel

Mahendrabhai (Grenight), Rajubhai, Ramesh, Shavarbhai
Tansukh Palrecha, Vinod Palrecha

Shetal

Suresh Sakare

Kanal Gandhi

Ketan Kapadia

Dipak bajaj

Jairam Mistry
Abhishek

Mehul Jain

Prem

Chintan Jariwala, Raj Desai

Akshay Patel

Rinku Shah

Rajiv Marfatia

Karmavir Bhatt

Bhavesh, Chandu

Mustafa Papar

Narottam

Jyanti Vadgama
Chintan Deputy
Tansukh Jariwala

Bharat Thakkar

Santosh Patel

Atul Shah, URMESH, VIPUL KHATLAWALA

Pawan Ojha Mansukh

Prakash Chauhan

Subhash Gajjar

Anuj Thakur

Nilesh Padhiyar

Dennybhai

Deepak Solanki

Vimal Jain

Dharmesh Desai

Vinod Yadav

Huzefa Kachwala

Amit Parekh Tejas

Pappubhai

Magan Ashit Vyas

Ratanji

Jigan Jariwala

Premal Bhasin

Ratan Gulecha

Amidst the glamour surrounding the design profession, where the designer usually plays
a Hero (or Heroine), the most neglected or undervalued role is that of the Contractors and
the Vendors. Its eventually the Contractors who execute the jobs and turn the dreams into
reality. The Vendors are the one who are responsible for providing the genuine specified
materials at right price and on time to ensure that the execution rhythm is not disturbed.
In the ten years of practice, I have come across and have been blessed with a number of
Contractors and Vendors who have taught us so many things about good execution, and
lot of lessons in trust and commitment. A lot of them have gone out of their way to deliver
and thereby to fulfill our commitment to our client. Kudos to these real Heroes and I am
more than just happy to acknowledge their contribution to the growth of ESSTEAM. There
have also been some vendors who have tried to corrupt us or our people, however, and I
would like to thank them too, for giving a chance to test our character.

Jitu Dhadve

Pramod Thakkar

Ashwin Khambhati

Shravan Mistry

Hiren Bardolia

Dharmendra

Safibhai

Roshan Patel

Jahir Mujawar Lighting Fixtures Mehul Jain, Naresh Sanjay
Vahid Mahavir Shekhawat
Ketan Ghadva
Priyesh Joshi
Khairuddin Mujawar

Janak Mistry

Abbas Lokhandwala

Pallav Khandwalla

Bhagwan Rahul Parekh

Rahul

Fesal Kureshi

Mohit Jain, Sanjay Jain

Prakash Masand

Hiteshbhai ( Computerwala)

Rikind Contractor

Badruddin

Raju

MEHUL BHARVADA

Kiran Desai

Sohanlal Mistry

Nirav D Jogani

Mulchand Mistry

Nitesh Patel

Rizwan Shaikh

Bharat Panchal

Mukesh Patel

Pappu

Ojas Desai

Utpal P Shah

Suhash Jani
Naresh Pancholi

Hitesh Rajpura Riyaz
Vipul Khatlawala Jagdish K Magnani
Ibrahim

Nilesh Mehta

Dinesh

Badruddin

Narendra

Mihir, Nirbhay Desai (Only Glass Fitting)

S.K Tiwari

Narayan C Suthar
Mehul Chunilal

Deepak Chanasana

Vipul Mehta Jigan Jariwala, Paresh, Suketu
Shyamal Khatlawala Bharat Bhavsar
Achchhu

Jabir Khureshi
Nirav Nayak, RAHUL PANCHAL, VIKESH GAUR

Sunil Mistry
Pankaj Solanki

Mukesh Agniman

Naeem

Dipak Rathod, NIHAR DOCTOR

Dilip Tanwar, Hardik Patel, Premal

Divyesh

Gagan Velani

Vaibhav Sutaria

Moin Khan

Dinesh Prajapati

Hemant Shukla

Jignesh Khatiwala

Ashwin Khambhati

Keyur Doshi

Rajanbhai

Burhanali Shaikh
Mihir Chahwala

Ajaybhai (Account), Dipak Gajjar, Sunil, Manoj, Subhash Gajjar

Kshitij
Dharmesh Desai

Ankur Shah

Pritesh
Balkrishna

Sandeep Patel

Nitin Moriya

Pankaj Mehta

Anuj

Vijay Gathia

Mansingh

Manoj Yadav
Dinesh
Anwar Hakim

Anand Sharma
Parmanand Daryani

Dhanraj Jain

Dipesh Dasadia

Moin Khan, Nain Pathan

Hiteshbhai

Rajesh Mittal

Qaid Channiwala

Dhiraj, Manji Joshi, Tejas

Ghanshyam, Nikunj Arvind Sakariya, Harish Ankolia

Amit
Mahendra

Hitesh Naik

Ankit Shah, Ashish Shah

Vijayant Gupta

Narendra
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Pankaj Solanki

Umesh Kapadia
Jimi Mody Ratilal Mistry

Hitendra Lakdawala

Keyur Sampat

Kishore Chanasana

Baiju

Samir Shah

Hiren Trivedi

RAMESH PATEL

Juzer Haidermota

Pappu

Bhargav Patel

Ramesh Shah

Maganbhai

Viraf

Manish

Hanuman

Tushar Shah

Sandeep Lokhandwala

S.R. Yadav

Mitul

Sonu

Dinesh

Manish Shah

Nitin Prajapati

Sandip Gupta, Kishor H P.

Darshit Gandhi

Vikash Agrawal, Vinod Rasiwasia

Prakash Udasi

Hasmukh Patel

Tejkaran Jain
Saifuddin

Vipul Mehta
Krishna
HARISH PARDAWALA

Vicky Shah
Shashikant R Pandey

Manish

Bhavesh Tailor, S.SIVAKARAN

KALPESH SHAH

Hemant Sukhadia

MOHAN MISTRY
Hiren Engineers
RAMESHBHAI SUTHAR

Paizerbhai Bhola

Audhesh

Saju Mohammed Amit

MUKESHBHAI

Munna
Shivakiran

Vijay Bharmbhatt

Bharat Bhavasar

Chetan, RAJESH

Ketan

Kinjal Mehta

Roshn Patel

APURVA PARIKH

Mrugesh

Dharmesh

Girish Rathod

Jayesh

Babu

Shah

Atul Pandit

Sikandar

Bipin Vala

Rambihari Yadav

Manish Agarwal Thakore

SOHANLAL
Dharmendra

Bharat Jariwala
Dharmesh Desai

SANDIP PATEL

Jalu Kadia

Jayanti

Udaybhan

Chandrakant Mistry
Raman Mevada

Safi Sofawala

Narendra

Julin Shah

Babulal Mistry

Shankar Mistry

Tarang Patel

Chirag Shah
Hasu Ahir

Kamlesh Suthar

Narayan Mistry

Dhaval

Babu

Bhadresh N Shah
Mithalal Suthar

Purshottam

Shaid Kumail Malbari
Nilesh Dalwadi

Badri / Mr. Vaibhav

Rajiv Raval

Ekling

Babu

Mulchand Mistry
Shyam Jamkar

Shashikant Mandal, Tusharkumar I Patel

Mayank
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Jalil A Sheikh

Salauddin Kadri
Nilesh Shah

Prashant Chaudhry

Ganpat Suthar
Pannelal
Kaizer Batliwala
Dilipbhai
Haresh Parmar Jigan Jariwala
Dinesh
Tarun Sheth
Ali Sanjeliwala
Bhupender Singh
Khimji Shirish Dalal

Magan Patel Kalpesh

HEMANTBHAI

Badrilal Mistry

Mukesh Vashi

Chandu Patel

Atmaram Revne

Lalit

Bhagu

Jaimin Trivedi

Girishbhai B Maisuriya, PRAVINBHAI
SURESH
kalpeshbhai
Uday Alok J Jhaveri, RAVIBHAI, SUNNY

Raman Mistry

Jeram, VIPUL

Hiren G Desai

Sanjaybhai (Samanavay)

Bhavin Shroff

Bharat M. Patel

Sanjay Tank

Kamlesh Suthar

Shaishav Patel

Milind Patel

Kalpesh Patel

Ashish M Desai

Milind Sampat

Jituhai

Siddharth Desai

Umang J Patel

Pankaj Dharkar

Pritesh

Rohan Nanavati

Tejas Sutarwala

Prafulla Maharana

Deepak

Manish Chapadia, SHRIPAL

Apoorva Parikh
Apurva Parikh

Rajashri Smart

Suresh Mistry

Hiren Faldu

Dhaval Shah

Fulchand

To my Vendors
& Contractors

Hiren Shah, KALPESH SHAH

Sanjay Ruparelia Narottam Tank

Gratitude
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The Journey

“Do the difficult things while they
are easy and do the great things
while they are small. A journey of a
thousand miles must begin with a
single step.”

02
College Days
Office in a Clinic
Urban Initiatives
Oblique
Recognition
Travel
Been there, Done that!
Person to Projects

21
23
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35

— Lao Tzu
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1

2

sleep?
maybe.

3

eat?
maybe.

submission?
definitely!

College days
21
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4
1. With the masters — Prof. Doshi, Mr. Charles Correa, Prof. NeelkanthChhaya, Late Prof. Varkey and Prof.
Leo Pereira (1998)
2. With Ar. Tadao Ando (2001)
3. ‘Bestest’ canteen fixed thali — Rs. 12/- per plate (including dahi, not shown in picture) in 1995
4. At the studio with Niraj Patel (1995)
5. At the studio with Saloni (1998)

5

The Journey
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Office in a clinic

Snehal Clinic

Interior views of the office
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2004
Urban Initiatives

Back in 2004, during the initial years of our practice, Saloni, myself and two other friends, Vishal Shah
(Architect—Urban Designer) and Rutul Joshi (Architect—Urban Planner), all of who had a strong desire
to contribute towards the design and development of our cities, came together to form Urban Initiatives
– through which we could positively contribute to the processes of urban development with the help of
design and planning interventions.
Urban Initiatives throbs to achieve the significant yet difficult – “all the Indian cities need to be organized,
efficient and beautiful” — with its innovative approaches and indigenous solutions. Since its inception, we
have initiated projects that focus on the quality of the built environment in different contexts.
All of the four founding members of this organization have experience of working with different kinds
of organizations and on various kinds of urban projects in our individual capacities. Also, all four of us
are actively involved in architectural and planning academics. Both these aspects are a strength of the
group as academic exposure creates possibilities of finding innovative approaches, while professional
experience make the approaches more pragmatic.
Over the years we have been working on several significant projects for our Surat city such as
Redevelopment of the historic Gopi Talao in the old part of Surat, Master Planning of the SVNIT Campus,
Master Planning of the Gem and Jewellery Park being developed by the Gujarat Hira Bourse, as well as
several architectural projects and project reports. Currently, we are also working on rejuvenation and
development of 15 different lakes in and around Surat city.

Team UI: Rutul Joshi, Vishal Shah, Saloni Shah & Snehal Shah

25
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2007
Oblique

Today’s post-modern world is characterized by plurality and multiplicity
with its root cause being a high level of individuality. The age of
universals is gone. Everything is subjective; everything is left to
individual interpretation. No black or white; merely shades of grey
depending on the way you look at it.
OBL/QUE is a collaborative initiative of an Architect, an Artist and a
Manufacturer, which aims to design products that have one common
value – Multiplicity of Interpretation and Use. Oblique is an open
ended platform for artists and designers to experiment, evolve and
discover the areas where art and design overlap to create objects for
today and tomorrow.

The Work Setup
The production of Oblique is well supported by a state-of-the-art factory setup of M/s Batliwala Process
Engineering located in Ahmedabad, India as well as M/s. Alfa Steel, located in Umm Al Quwain, UAE.
Both these setups led by a young and enterprising industrialist Kaizer Batliwala, and his firm has a fabrication
expertise for over 25 years and a strength of over 50 persons. Oblique is also well supported by several
traditional craftsmen having different expertise from in and around Ahmedabad.
Oblique is envisioned as a support platform for all the aspiring talented artists and designers of India, who
are striving to discover and rediscover ‘Indianness’. As a step towards this, presently a nearly 5000 square
feet of factory and studio set up is being constructed in Ahmedabad next to the existing factory of M/s
Batliwala Process Engineering. The new studio is perceived to become a hub of the most creative art and
design explorations in the region. Presently, this facility is being used by a number of artists and designers in
Ahmedabad.

1

4

3

2

5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Snehal Shah
Walter D’souza
Kaizer Batliwala
Abhijit Paul
Saloni Shah
Oblique Workshop Setup at Ahmedabad (2008)
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Recognition

1

2002: IIA-Kaff Young Architects’ Award for Excellence in the field of Interior Architecture in the category
of Office Spaces for S. team Design Services’ own Office at Surat.
2003: 4th Place Winner in Development of Memorial Complex for the Gas Tragedy Victims in Bhopal.
2005: National Commendation Award instituted by IIA for interiors of ‘K.G. House’, a diamond processing
factory at Surat.
2006 Winner: National Competition for Master Plan Design for the campus of SVNIT College Campus,
Surat
2006: IIIDMK Award for Western Region in the Office Interiors category for design of a showroom
‘Absolute Sound’ at Surat.
2007: IIIDMK Award for Design Excellence in two categories – ‘Residential Design’ and ‘Green Interior
Design’ for the project ‘69 Infinite – Residence for a Graphic Artist at Surat’.
2008: Winner, Competition for the Interior and Display Design for the City Museum, Surat

2

1. Receiving the IIA-KAFF Award at
Surajkund, Delhi, 2003
2. Receiving the IIA National
Commendation Award, 2006
3. Receiving the IIID-Copper Award at
Mumbai, 2011

2008: IIIDMK Award for the Western Region in the Institution Category for the project ‘Fountainhead
School’, Surat.
2008: IIIDMK National Award (Commendation) in the Institution Category for the project ‘Fountainhead
School’, Surat.
2008: IAD Award for Excellence in Interiors & Architecture Design – Category: Best Innovation Award
2009: IIIDMK Award for the Western Region in the Public Spaces Category for the project ‘SVP Museum
at Science Centre’, Surat.
2009: IIIDMK National Award (Commendation) in the Public Spaces Category for the project ‘SVP
Museum at Science Centre’, Surat.
2011: IIID - ICPCI Copper Award for the Installation “Tree of Life” at Hotel Taj Gateway, Surat.
3
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Its strange, yet interesting to sit down after 10 years with the pile of travel tickets
on one Sunday afternoon and try to take stock of the travelling done for work
till date. Trust me, it’s never been easy getting up in the middle of the night and
running with the bag to the airport, train station, or my car. However, the data has
surprised me and I am still wondering how/why I did this!

Travel

Road
98,400 km

Bedankt | ESSTEAM at 10: The Journey So Far

Train
93,275 km
Air
146,800 km

*data till 31st December, 2012

The Journey
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33

These 10 years gave us opportunities to explore various places throughout the country; places with varied climate,
and varied culture. We enjoyed every kilometre of this travel with a back-of-the-mind knowledge that we are kind of
making a mark somewhere in this wonderful country. Working in these diverse places really challenged and altered
our paradigms about what works and what doesn’t and this is the biggest gain out of these efforts of tedious travels.

Been there,
Done that!

Mohali
Dubai

Ahmedabad
Anand

Delhi (NCR)

Gandhidham
Vadodra

Degama
Bardoli
Vyara

Navsari

Bilimora
Chanod

Mandavi
Palitana

Surat

Daman (Devka)

Mumbai

Pune

Sangli
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People to Projects
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Works

“Choose a job you love, and you will
never have to work a day in your life.”
— Confucius

37
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Art Design
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109
119
127
141
147
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Glittering
Diamonds
PROJECTS
M/S K. Girdharlal Factory Building Interiors @ Surat 2003
M/S Sparkle Diam Factory Building @ Mumbai 2004
M/S R. R. & Company Office Interiors @ Surat 2005
M/S Fire Stone International Office Interiors @ Surat 2005
M/S C. Mahendra Factory Building Interiors @ Surat 2005
M/S Gujarat Hira Bourse Industrial Park: Gem & Jewellery Park (SEZ) @ Surat 2005
M/S Lexus Softmac Factory And Office Interiors @ Surat 2005
The Diamond Industry Of Surat Farewell Event For Mr. Gary Ralfe @ Surat 2006
M/S Jagdish C Mody Office Interiors @ Mumbai 2007
M/S Shree Ram Krishna Exports Factory Building @ Surat 2008
M/S Lemon Technomist Office Interiors @ Surat 2008
M/S Rapaport Office Interiors @ Surat 2008
M/S Gujarat Hira Bourse Custom House Building At GJP (SEZ) @ Surat 2009
M/S Rapaport Office Interiors @ Mumbai 2009
M/S K. P. Sanghvi & Sons Jewellery Factory Interiors @ Surat 2011
M/S Shairu Gems Factory Building @ Surat 2011
Lexus Technomist + Lexus Softmac Office + Factory Building @ Surat 2011
M/S K. P. Sanghvi Factory Building @ Ahmedabad 2011
Indian Diamond Institute Diamond Gallery Interiors @ Surat 2012
M/S K. P. Sanghvi Factory Building @ Surat 2012
M/S Sarin Technologies Office Building @ Surat 2012
M/S KGK Diamonds Factory Building @ Surat 2012

Indicates featured projects
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Diamonds are forever! The secret agent 007 sitting in the UK endorsed
this a few decades back. However, little did he know that during the same
period our city of Surat would emerge at the biggest diamond polishing
hub in the entire world. And how BIG? Statistics say that nearly 80
percent of the world's rough diamonds travel to Surat to get their shape
and the glitter. The last decade saw diamond units getting organized
and corporatized, leading to design and construction of some wonderful
large factories for processing diamonds and manufacturing jewellery.
Incidentally, ESSTEAM has been amidst this revolution and has enjoyed,
and is still enjoying its fair share of contribution through some diverse
projects like diamond and jewellery processing factories, master planning
and landscape for a 250 acre sector specific Industrial Park, Diamond
Gallery and Museum and industry related office interiors.
Works

40

M/S K. GIRDHARLAL
FACTORY BUILDING INTERIORS AT SURAT, 2003

2

My association with Snehal is almost a decade old starting with the days of K.G. House (2004) and we
have worked together on several projects. But I have yet to encounter an interaction with him which
has made me unhappy! This is one of the most cherished associations for me and he has enriched my
life as a friend, philosopher and guide. I have learnt a lot about Art, Architecture and also about life
from him!
Mr. Parag Shah
Exe. Director, M/s K. Girdharlal International Pvt. Ltd., Surat

1. The Atrium
2. The Executive Floor Passage
3. Exterior View

3

1
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2

1

1. The Conference Room
2. Detail of the Atrium AC Element
3. Director’s Cabin
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3

Works
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M/S SHREE RAM KRISHNA EXPORTS
FACTORY BUILDING AT SURAT, 2008

The Reception Desk in the Atrium

45
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M/S SHREE RAM KRISHNA EXPORTS
FACTORY BUILDING AT SURAT, 2008

3

Today, this ‘SRK Empire Head Quarter
Building’ has become a status symbol
for everyone in our company. Before we
started the project, we had a vision in our
mind, and Ar. Snehal Shah has translated
our vision into reality way beyond our
expectations. Since its inauguration in
April, 2011, the building has been visited
by thousands of visitors from all over
the country and even the world; and
invariably, the response from everyone
stepping into the building has been a very
consistent: ‘Wow’! After having used this
building for over 1.5 years, I am able to
say with confidence that the building is not
only aesthetically wonderful, but also very
user-friendly, functional, easy to maintain
with ample daylight. I would attribute
Snehal’s success to his ‘world best’ vision,
his understanding nature, high level of
professionalism and integrity.
Mr. Govindbhai Dholakia
Director, M/s Shree Ram Krishna Exports, Surat
1
2
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1. The Director’s Cabin
2. The Conference Room
3. Exterior View

Works
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1

2

3

4
1. The Suspended Staircase in the Atrium
2. The Reception Desk
3. & 4. The Cantilevered Directors’ Table

M/S SPARKLE DIAM
FACTORY BUILDING, MUMBAI 2004
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GUJARAT HIRA BOURSE : GEM & JEWELLERY PARK (SEZ)
INDUSTRIAL PARK AT SURAT, 2005

1. Aerial viw of the Entrance to the Gem and
Jewellery Park, Ichchhapore, Surat
2. 3D view of a Street within the GJP
3. The Custom House Building under construction
4. View of various kinds of signage used in the
Park
5. View of the Main Entrance to the Park
6. Master Plan of the entire Park

3

1

4

2
5
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Works
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Learning
Curve
The realization of the criticality of education for the progress of
the country has finally dawned upon India. The last few years have
seen the ‘industry’ of education on a steep rise, not only in terms of
numbers of institutes, but also the education models or methods.
Being part of this era of change, we have got till date, a number of
interesting opportunities to work on various types of educational
institutions. Our spectrum of projects include interiors for an IB
School, Extension to a historic rural school, Full-fledged kindergarten
to higher secondary school, Alternative low-cost school, Institute for
Diamond Industry Education and even a Character Development
Institute. What runs through these diverse natured institutes is our
passion to deliver interesting and interactive spaces, keeping a
close watch on their budgetary aspects.
PROJECTS
M/S Life Skills: Mr. Vardan Kabra Training Institute Interiors @ Surat 2006
SVNIT Institute, Govt. Of India Restructuring And Master Plan For Nit Campus @ Surat 2006
M/S Mandvi Education Society Administration Building @Mandvi 2007
M/S Nalanda Vidhyapith School Building @ Surat 2007
M/S Lexus Uni Training Center Interiors @ Surat 2007
Oasis Self-Leadership Education For Community Development Institutional Campus @ Chanod 2008
M/S Veer Narmad South Gujarat University Environmental Chemistry Dept. @ Surat 2008
M/S Veer Narmad South Gujarat University Women’s Hostel Building @ Surat 2008
M/S Veer Narmad South Gujarat University Training Center Building @ Surat 2008
M/S Fountainhead Education Trust School Interiors And Campus Development @ Surat 2008
M/S Veer Narmad South Gujarat University Girls’ Hostel Building @ Surat 2009
Dalia School School Interiors @ Surat 2009
M/S Veer Narmad South Gujarat University Boys’ Hostel Building @ Surat 2010
M/S Veer Narmad South Gujarat University Extension Of Social Science Dept. @ Surat 2010
M/S Maitri Trust’s Millennium School School Building And Campus Design @ Surat 2012
Indicates featured projects
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5

1

2

4

3

At Fountainhead School, I am happy with the outcomes with most of the design
elements of various spaces. The old library and especially the new library have come
really well. The special areas (dance/music/auditoriums) as well as the new admin
area too has come out very well — specifically, the design is high on utility, simple and
yet aesthetically pleasing. With respect to the design process, I have found that
Snehal is in general open to ideas and is willing to take our feedback on the plans
into consideration. Further, he allows for iterations and rethinks as well and as many
of them as we thought necessary.
Mr. Vardan Kabra
Head of School, Fountainhead School, Surat

M/S Fountainhead Education Trust
School Interiors And Campus Development @ Surat 2008
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Library in use
Administration Area outside Library
The “Jungle Gym”
Waiting near the Administration Area and Staff Room
The Cut-outs in the Circulation Passages connecting
all floors visually

Works
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3

1

2

1. Atrium from the Upper Hall Level
2. Detail of the Railings
3. The Atrium with the criss-crossingstaircases
connecting various levels

For us, Snehal and Saloni are not just genius architects and
thoughtful designers, but they are also among the few aweinspiring human-beings and wonderful philanthropists whom we
have come across. They helped our cause of character-building
in a truly selfless spirit and brought immense value to an institute
that stands for excellence. What we’ve come to admire in the
last decade of our association with them is their tremendous
eagerness for self-improvement. Add to this their willingness
to be teachers and facilitators to share their knowledge and
wisdom with others, and one starts getting some glimpse of their
versatility. We’re so very proud of being associated with them and
we’re sure they will scale huge frontiers in the times to come. We
take this opportunity to express our sincere feelings: Bedankt voor
uw aandacht! Alvast bedankt voor uw medewerking!
Mr. Sanjiv Shah
Founder Trustee O.A.S.I.S.

Oasis Self-Leadership Education For Community Development
Institutional Campus @ Chanod 2008
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Flowing
Textiles

For decades, Surat has dominated as the leading
manufacturer of man-made textiles. Employing
over a million people directly or indirectly besides
the diamond industry, it’s the second wheel
driving the economy of the city. With hundreds of
dyeing mills and embroidery units and nearly fifty
thousand shops, it contributes noticeably to the
skyline of Surat. Besides doing residence designs
for a number of textile industrialists, we also
had a few opportunities to design textile houses,
shops and embroidery units. The vibrant colours
of these textiles have always presented interesting
challenges whenever we designed them.
PROJECTS
M/S Super Tex Factory Building @ Surat 2005
M/S Pratik Silk Mills Factory Building @ Surat 2005
M/S Radiance Spunbond Pvt. Ltd. Factory Building @ Palsana 2006
M/S Pratik Silk Mills Retail Interiors @ Surat 2007
M/S Pratik Silk Mills Extension Building @ Surat 2009
Indicates featured projects
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When I worked with Snehal for the first time (way back in 1999 when he was a final year student of
Architecture), it was really tough as we both were unaware about nature/behavior of each other, but as
time went by, working became smooth.

M/S PRATIK SILK MILLS

FACTORY BUILDING @ SURAT 2005

Since then, all the works of mine whether it may be Opera House Apartment, Farmhouse at Sangli, Saga
Furniture Mall, Pratik Silk Mills House, my retail outlets or present apartment at Ratna Aastha, the level of
excellence and perfection has always been at its zenith. Snehal has an aura around him. Whatever he is
today is because of his own hard work, dedication, attitude and time management. His whole team plays
on goodwill prospects for their projects undertaken, which is a striking strength which inspires me to work
more and more with ESSTEAM. The win-win approach combined with high standards of creativity, and
backed by an enthusiastic team, invariably provides an ultimate outcome everytime, however, this is only
when the client provides total design and execution freedom to ESSTEAM. With such accomplishments in
such a short time, I still would like to believe that the best is yet to come!
Mr. Balasaheb Javalekar
Director, M/s Pratik Silk Mills

1

2

3
1. Detail of the name in the
RCC Wall
2. Exterior View
3. View of Interior Space
4. Ground Floor Plan
5. Exterior View from Main
Road

N
5
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Greenitiatives
These days the color Green is in fashion. Everyone is talking
about Green and it’s Glamour. Unfortunately, Eco-friendly and
Sustainability have been (in most cases) very superficially used
and hence the manifestation as seen in the society has been
painfully hollow. Thinking Green has become more of a selling
tool rather than living tool. Well, I would (with lots of optimism)
love to believe this as a stage just before the genuine adaptation
of the right and sensible practice of being Green! We, as an
office have been trying to make our contribution too to the world
through our constant endeavours towards to sensible Green
practices. Recycling junk and other materials has been of great
interest and this has been acknowledged by a national award for
a residential interiors ‘69 Infinite’ by Institute of Indian Interior
Designers. Energy efficiency makes so much of practical sense
for the end use as well as our planet and hence, there have been
notable efforts to innovate in the same in some of the large
diamond factories designed by us. We are about to complete
our first LEED Certified Gold Rated Green Building. This 80,000
square feet building for Shairu Gems shall be the first LEED
certified building in the diamond industry in India and hopefully
the rest shall follow.
PROJECTS
M/S K. Girdharlal Factory Building Interiors @ Surat 2003
Mr. Jabir Kureshi Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007
M/S Nalanda Vidyapith School Building @ Surat 2007
Oasis Self-Leadership Education For Community Development Instituional Campus @ Chanod 2008
M/S Shree Ram Krishna Exports Factory Building @ Surat 2008
M/S Shairu Gems Factory Building @ Surat 2011
M/S ESSTEAM Office Building And Interiors @ Surat 2012

Indicates featured projects
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Mr. Jabir Kureshi
Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007
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Option # 008
“When my cousin
stays with us.”

from

2

London

Option # 105
“In case of my monthly get
together with my childhood gang!”

Option # 023
“When my father wants to have a
serious discussion with me.”

7

3

8

4

1

A few years back, while travelling in train to Ahmedabad with Snehalbhai, when I first told him about the
small 700 sq feet apartment I had purchased, it was extremely exciting and unbelievable to hear that
he would design the home for me and it was a very prompt decision. Firstly, my wife and myself were
emphatically listened regarding our requirements and habits. After putting the area on paper he made
a curved stroke with a pencil right at the time of discussion for which he explained us that 70% of the
storage requirements will be accommodated in this. Now what? We had huge spaces to breathe. I had
always thought of a typical decent furnished residence to live in but I was about to know that I will be
residing in one of the most unique home in the country. I still remember his words “I am going to design
a home for an Artist” and the result came out even more powerful than that!
Mr. Jabir Qureshi
Graphic Artist, M/s Brains Creative Unit
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5

Various options for different configurations of furniture for different occasions
View from the hall looking towards the bedroom
View from the bedroom looking towards the hall
Light Fitting made from Fiat car headlights
Bathrooms made using China Mosaic and shower made using cut pieces of pipe
Centre Table made using wheels of a scooter
Flower vase made using a car shock absorber spring
Light fitting made from a Honda City car headlight

Mr. Jabir Kureshi
Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007

Works
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M/S Shairu Gems
Factory Building @ Surat 2011

3

1. Detail of the Fixtures on the Facade for the creepers
to climb on
2. Typical Floor Plan
3. 3D View of the Factory showing the Green envelope
4. Detail of the water bottle holder on each desk
5. Interior view of the manufacturing hall
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We feel it is our individual responsibility to be aware about how we can save energy and in turn
contribute in making this planet a better place to live. Thinking and Acting Green makes us feel
responsible. Keeping the green building perspective into account, we can easily optimize our energy
costs and increase the comforts of the occupants. With this inclination in mind, I engaged Snehal to
design our new factory. In all, the experience of working with Snehal has been good. He has always
given enough time to understand our needs and has fulfilled them. We found him always eager to
implement new ideas. With this zeal and commitment towards his work, ESSTEAM is bound to reach
new heights of success on the foundation of the principles ESSTEAM has been pursuing!
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Mr. Siddharth Mehta
Partner, M/s Shairu Gems, Surat
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Home
House
and
Houses

Home, House
& Houses

What stuck distinctly in my mind right during the college days was a simple
statistics by Late Prof. Varkey at CEPT, that 90 percent of the buildings in the
world are houses. Today, after working on about 350 projects, as I was gazing
at the project list, it struck me that we are not much off from the statistics.
A house, a shelter has been human beings’ primary requirement along with
food right from the beginning of civilization. With development in construction
technology and invention of various construction materials, it’s fascinating
to see how the idea of a house has transformed over the centuries. I am
simply amazed at the possibilities that architecture generates for such simple
functions like living, sleeping and eating. During these 10 years, ESSTEAM has
worked on a number of projects ranging from interiors of a 69 square metre
apartment to a township of about 6,00,000 square metres, both being our
favourite projects till date! Delhi, Ahmedabad, Vadodara, Rajkot, Gandhidham,
Surat, Bardoli, Mumbai, and Pune are the cities where ESSTEAM has been
involved in residential projects over these years.
PROJECTS
Mr. Balasaheb Javalekar Interiors @ Surat 1999
Mr. Dinesh Agarwal Residence Interiors @ Surat 2001
Mr. Govind Daryani Residence Interiors @ Surat 2002
Mr. Girdhari Malpani Residence Interiors @ Surat 2002
Dr. Anil Chaudhary Interiors @ Ahmedabad 2002
Mr. Shivanand Swami Interiors @ Ahmedabad 2002
Dr. Jitubhai Shah Renovation And Interiors @ Surat 2003
Mr. Sudesh Agarwal Residence Interiors @ Surat 2003
Mr. Shreechand Kochar Interiors @ Surat 2003
Dr. Jigish And Dr. Alka Shah Bunglow @ Surat 2003
Mr. Balasaheb Javalekar Interiors @ Pune 2003
Mr. Ashok Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2004
Dr. Nainesh Parikh Residence Interiors @ Surat 2004
Mr. Babulalji Mittal Residence Interiors @ Surat 2004
Mr. Manoj Agarwal Residence Interiors @ Surat 2004
Mr. Jimmy Patel Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2005

Dr. Dhanesh Vaidya Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2005
Mr. Samir Champaneria Bunglow @ Surat 2005
Mr. Thakor Patel Residence Bunglow @ Soyani 2005
Mr. Shailesh Patel Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2005
Mr. Mahendra Patel Bunglow @ Degama 2005
Mr. Vijay Kaji Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2005
Mr. Kashyap Mehta Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2005
Mr. Yogesh Mittal Residence Interiors @ Surat 2005
Dr. Mitesh And Dr. Parul Bhatt Interiors @ Surat 2005
Mr. Rohit Kapadia Residence Interiors @ Surat 2005
Mr. Binay Agarwal Residence Interiors @ Surat 2005
Mr. Devang Munim Residence Interiors @ Surat 2005
Mr. Nipun Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2005
Mr. Amish Parikh & Mr. Divyesh Thakkar Twin Bunglow @
Surat 2006
Dr. Mahendra & Dr. Binodini Chauhan Bunglow @ Surat 2006

Mr. Uday Shah Residence Bunglow @ Vyara 2006
Dr. Nirav Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
Mr. Ankur Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
Mr. Ashok Mehta Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
Mr. Himanshu Parikh Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
Mr. Thakore Patel Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
Mr. Gordhan Moradia Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
Dr. Pragnesh Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
Mr. Nilesh Bhoraniya Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
Mr. Dinesh Patel Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
Mr. Rajendra Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
Mr. Salil Kinkhabwala Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
Dr. Manish Desai Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2006
Mr. Suken Shah Highrise Residential @ Surat 2007
Mr. Shailesh Saraff Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007
Mr. Bharat Patel Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007
Mr. Girdhari Malpani Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007
Mr. Vinod Jain Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007
Mr. Dhanpat Jain Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007
Mr. Yogesh Mittal Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007
Amaltas Residential Plotted Development @ Surat 2008
Mr. Jabir Kureshi Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007
Mr. Vallabh Sihora Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007
Mr. Sunil Lalani Home Theatre Interiors @ Surat 2007
Mr. Anil Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007
Mr. Kamal Agarwal Residence Interiors @ Surat 2007
Dr. Hiren Desai Residence Interiors @ Surat 2008
Opera House Entrance Foyer Design @ Surat 2008
Mr. Mahendra Patel Home Theatre @ Anand 2008
Mr. Janak Pachchigar Residence Interiors @ Surat 2008
Mr. Amit Khurana Residence Interiors @ Surat 2008
Mr. Mahesh Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2009
Mr. Janak Mistry Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2009
Mr. Bharat Valani Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2009
Mr. Jatin Kapadia Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2009
Mr. Dinesh Agarwal Residence @ Gandhidham 2009
Mr. Dinesh Agarwal Residence @ Ahmedabad 2009
Mr. Kalpit Kapadia Residence Interiors @ Surat 2009
Mr. Jesal Choksi Residence Interiors @ Surat 2009
Mr. Simal Kanuga Residence Interiors @ Mumbai 2009

Mr. Alpesh Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2009
Mr. Snehal & Mrs. Saloni Shah Residence @ Surat 2009
Mr. Nilesh Shah Home Theatre Design @Surat 2009
Mr. Balasaheb Javlekar Residence @ Surat 2009
M/S Sunrise Developers Highrise Residential
Development: K. P. Heights @ Ahmedabad 2010
M/S Galaxy Developers Twin House Residential
Development: K. P. Villa @ Ahmedabad 2010
Dr. Kalpesh And Dr. Sonal Jain Bunglow @ Surat 2011
Mr. Yogesh Shah Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2011
M/S BCC Infrastructures Pvt. Ltd. & HDFC PMS Highrise
Residential Township: Bharat City @ Delhi (Ncr) 2010
M/S Pooja Developers Lowrise Residential Development:
K. P. Courtyard @ Ahmedabad 2010
Mr. Dinesh Agarwal Residence Interiors @ Surat 2010
Dr. Hiren And Dr. Kokila Desai Residence @ Surat 2010
Mr. Tushar Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2011
Mr. Pravin Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2011
Mrs. Hina Gandhi Residence Interiors @ Surat 2011
Mr. Laxmikant Khemka Outhouse @ Ahmedabad 2011
Mr. Jigar Valani Residence Interiors @ Surat 2011
Mr. Navin Agarwal Residence Interiors @ Surat 2011
M/S K. P. Sanghvi Highrise Residential Development:
K. P. Eternia @ Ahmedabad 2011
M/S K. P. Sanghvi Highrise Residential Development:
K. P. Luxuria @ Baroda 2012
Dr. Jitubhai Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2012
Mr. Atul Goyal Residence Interiors @ Surat 2012
Mr. Bharat Patel Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2012
Dr. Himanshu Lad Residence Bunglow @ Bilimora 2012
Dr. Praful And Dr. Mitshu Doshi Bunglow @ Surat 2012
Dr. Mukul Choksi Residence Interiors @ Surat 2012
Mr. Manish Patel Farmhouse @ Surat 2012
Mr. Siddharth Mehta Residence Interiors @ Surat 2012
Mr. Jigar Dalal Residence Interiors @ Surat 2012
Mr. Himanshu Patel Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2012
Mrs. Pragna & Mr. Hiren Kapasia Residence @ Surat 2012
Mr. Yogesh Patel Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2012
Mr. Balasaheb Javlekar Residence @ Surat 2012
Mr. Kapil Arora Residence Interiors @ Surat 2012

Indicates featured projects
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Bharat City : M/S BCC dEVELOPERS & HDFC PMS
Highrise Residential Township @ Delhi (Ncr) 2010
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Aerial View of Phase I and Phase II
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It has been a pleasure working with ESSTEAM. Unique to them is their ‘client first’ attitude and flexibility
to customize things to client’s desire. Snehal’s experience in working with students has enabled him
to understand people with great patience. He also lucidly explains the nuances of architecture for the
benefit of the clients. To sum up, ESSTEAM Design Services understands client’s requirements and
delivers. I, on behalf of entire Bharat City Team, wish them all the success in future.
Mr. Kumar Bharat
Director, BCC Infrastructures Pvt. Ltd., Delhi (NCR)

2

3

1. External View from across the Main Road
2. Internal View from ‘Water’ Court
3. Internal View from ‘Fire’ Court

Bharat City: M/S BCC DEVELOPERS & HDFC PMS
Highrise Residential Township @ Delhi (Ncr) 2010
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2
1. The main entrance staircase to the house
enveloped in form finished concrete
2. Exterior View
3. All level plans showing the gardens on all floors

Dr. Kalpesh And Dr. Sonal Jain
RESIDENCE Bunglow @ Surat 2011
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Dr. Kalpesh And Dr. Sonal Jain
RESIDENCE Bunglow @ Surat 2011

1

1.
2.
3.
4.

3
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Section showing the gardens on all floors
Detail of the Staircase
Glimpse of the Daughter’s Room
Dining area with the Mural

2
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1. Villa Exotica (larger villas) towards the Main Road
2. Master Plan of the entire Scheme
3. Villa Serene (smaller villas) towards the central
open plot
4. 3D View of the shared courtyard between two villas

M/S Galaxy Developers: K P VILLA
Twin House Residential Development @ Ahmedabad 2010
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Mr. Vijay Kaji
Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2005
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4
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1. Exterior View of the House
2. Ground Floor Plan
3. Deatil of the RCC Compound
Wall
4. Exterior View from the Garden
5. Detail of the stone wash basin
6. Detail of the custom-designed
swing

6

5
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Mr. yogesh shah
Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2011

N
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1. Bird eye view of the four
themed courtyards —
Summer, Monsoon, Winter
and Spring
2. Detailed Aerial and internal
views of the four themed
courtyards

2

1

M/S pooja Developers: K P courtyard
low rise Residential Development @ Ahmedabad 2010
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Looking for
God
Omnipresent! Omnipotent! Omnicient! This is the description of the Almighty
we grew up with. As the never ending fight between the God as a stone and
God as a concept goes on, we bumped into Him through a few projects. God
is a very demanding client. We realized that he does not know his needs
and hence, it was left to us to discover and interpret the same. The Temple
of Thousand Suns - The Kotyark Temple is a very modern expression of a
temple in a very traditional context. Our spiritual journey led us to the design
of the Vipassana Centre in South Gujarat and the process of design and the
interactions with the Gurus helped us evolve and look at life in a meaningful
perspective.

PROJECTS
Amdavadi Visa Khadayata Vanik Gnyati Panch Temple Design: Kotyark Temple @ Surat 2009
M/S K. P. Sanghvi Sanitation Facility Design Of Dharamshala Building @ Palitana 2010
M/S K. P. Sanghvi Vyakhyan Hall Building @ Sankheshwar 2010
Trustees Of Vipassana Organisation Dhamma Ambika Vipassana Centre @ Navsari 2011

Indicates featured projects
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AMDAVADI VISA KHADAYATA VANIK GNYATI PANCH
KOTYARK TEMPLE @ SURAT 2009

During the course of design for the Kotyark Mandir, there were lots of hot discussions regarding the
architectural design for the same. In one instance, I remember Snehalbhai telling me “don’t teach
Pavbhaji wala the ingredients/ masala he has to add, just enjoy the taste…” This is what he simply
explained; and I do not mind admitting that wonderful design creativity was experienced at the
completion of the temple. Though this was a purely voluntary service where there was no commercial
implication, the quality of services extended by ESSTEAM was of very high quality and was a great
learning experience for all the trustees, and me in particular.
Mr. Mayur Chahwala
Trustee – Kotyark Mandir
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1. Detail of the transcluscent wall of the Garbha Griha
2. The Garbha Griha within the temple
3. Daytime and Nighttime views of the entrance to the temple

AMDAVADI VISA KHADAYATA VANIK GNYATI PANCH
KOTYARK TEMPLE @ SURAT 2009
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TRUSTEES OF VIPASSANA ORGANISATION
DHAMMA AMBIKA VIPASSANA CENTRE @ NAVSARI 2011

“

Over the last few years, I have come to know Snehal as
a good human being, wonderful son, sensitive citizen,
exceptional employer and a loving husband. As a
professional, my experience with Snehal is that in every
project, my respect for him has increased due to his high
level of integrity, in depth knowledge, clarity of purpose,
firmness with flexibility, and humility. He is giving his
honorary service to build Vipassana Meditation Center
near Navsari and his interest and commitment to build
exceptional center is becoming reality now. I heartily
wish that he achieves even higher level of true happiness
with success.

”

Dr. Jitubhai Shah
Director, M/s Jainam Share Consultants Pvt. Ltd., Surat
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Eventful
Moments
In the early years, we got involved in a number of assignments for designing
the ambience for various events and exhibitions. The most memorable of
these have been the Farewell dinner for Mr. Gary Ralfe, the then retiring MD
of the world’s largest diamond mining company De Beers, who played a huge
role in developing the industry in Surat. Where the budget was not an issue,
the display of about 1200 of his pictures as lights in the venue left him moved
and overwhelmed. A number of wedding decors followed this and so did a
number of designs for stalls of diverse natures.

PROJECTS

Surat Municipal Corporation Stall Design @ Mumbai 2007

“Every moment and every event of
every man's life on earth plants
something in his soul.”

Mr. Arvind Shah Wedding Event Management @ Surat 2008

— Thomas Merton

M/S K. Girdharlal IIJS Exhibition @ Mumbai 2004
Mr. Sharad Bora Stall Design @ Mumbai 2005
Diamond Industry Of Surat Farewell Event For Mr. Gary Ralfe @ Surat 2006
M/S Oblique Stall Design @ Dubai 2007

Mr. Amrish Patel Wedding Event Ambience Design @ Ahmedabad 2009
Surat Municipal Corporation Stall Design @ Ahmedabad 2010

Indicates featured projects
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Detail of the custom-designed light fittings

THE DIAMOND INDUSTRY OF SURAT
EVENT AMBIENCE DESIGN @ SURAT 2006
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SURAT MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
STALL DESIGN @ AHMEDABAD 2008

M/S OBLIQUE
STALL DESIGN @ DUBAI 2007

As Municipal Commissioner in Surat from 2007–11, I had the privilege of working with several high
quality professionals in engineering, urban design and architecture. Snehal and his team were one of
them. We worked together on a number of projects and my experience has been uniformly satisfying.
We spent long hours at the site, trying to work out what would work best for the project. What I liked
the most was the international quality of work both in terms of design and execution, that came to be
the hallmark of these projects. I also appreciate the fact that Snehal understood and accommodated
the compulsions of process and cost aspects that go with public funding of projects. As people, Snehal,
Saloni and his team members were patient in interactions, took the trouble to incorporate client
requirements and pushed, when required for, higher standards. I wish that you should stand out as a
beacon of professional standards, in a field where mammon often rules!
Ms. S. Aparna
Municipal Commissioner, SMC, Surat (2007–2011)
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On Call
2 a Doctor

Dr. Nirav Shah Clinic Interiors @ Surat 2010
Dr. Hiren And Dr. Kokila Desai Residence Interiors @ Surat 2010
Dr. Jitubhai Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2011
Blossom Infertility & IVF Centre Clinic Renovation And Interiors @ Surat 2011
Dr. Dharmistha Vaidya: Pari Hospital Clinic Interiors @ Surat 2012
Dr. Ritesh Patel: Tanmay Hospital Hospital Interiors @ Surat 2012
Dr. Himanshu Lad Residence Bunglow @ Bilimora 2012

PROJECTS
Dr. Anil Chaudhary Residence Interiors @ Ahmedabad 2002
Dr. Jitubhai Shah Residence Renovation @ Surat 2003

Dr. Praful And Dr. Mitsu Doshi Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2012
Dr. Mukul Choksi Residence Interiors @ Surat 2012

Dr. Jigish & Dr. Alka Shah Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2003
Rupal Clinic Hospital Building @ Surat 2004
Dr. Nainesh Parikh Residence Interiors @ Surat 2004
Shrinath Pathological Lab Diagnostic Lab Interiors @ Surat 2004
Dr. Dhanesh & Dr. Dharmishtha Vaidya Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2005
Dr. Mitesh & Dr. Parul Bhatt Residence Interiors @ Surat 2005
Dr. Mahendra & Dr. Binodini Chauhan Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2006
Dr. Nirav Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
Dr. Alka Shah Diagnostic Lab Interiors @ Surat 2006
Dr. Ritesh Patel Hospital Interiors @ Surat 2006
Dr. Pragnesh Shah Residence Interiors @ Surat 2006
M/S N.M.S. Charitable Trust: Vasan Eye Hospital Hospital Building @ Surat 2007
Dr. Manish & Dr. Parul Desai Residence Bunglow @ Navsari 2007
M/S Care Hospitals Hospital Interiors @ Surat 2007
Dr. Rajnikant Dave Clinic Interiors @ Surat 2007
Dr. Hiren Desai Residence Interiors @ Surat 2008
Dr. Kalpesh & Dr. Sonal Jain Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2009
Dr. Shroff Ophthalmic Clinic Interiors @ Surat 2009
Dr. Ritesh Patel Hospital Interiors @ Surat 2009
Dr. Jigish Shah Clinic And Training Centre Interiors @ Surat 2009

Indicates featured projects
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Brought up in a family having fourteen doctors, I can claim to be knowing a few
things about doctors. They are in a different league. With a high IQ level, they
cannot be fooled, and theirs being a social profession, they are usually well
informed about the various aspects of life. Doctors enjoy a prime status in our
society as one of the noblest profession and we are proud to be the designers for a
number of projects associated with doctors. ESSTEAM has completed a number of
residences and hospitals of varying sizes and complexities for several doctors and,
to be honest, each project has been enriching in terms of understanding of human
relationships and complex utilities.
Works
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2

I have known Snehal since his school days. I have witnessed ESSTEAM’s progress at an amazing pace,
almost rocket-like-speed. My first direct experience as a client came with Blossom IVF centre. It was a
wonderful learning for me as a client. Snehal would ask seemingly uncomfortable questions making
us realise that we did not know exactly what we wanted until he asked. After initial work up, Blossom
IVF centre sprang up with full speed taking care of every detail and systematic coordination between
various agencies. I can proudly boast of Blossom IVF as one of the most well designed IVF centres in
India. Snehal has very clear concepts and can assimilate different expectations from various users into
one rhythmic design. Now I know many secrets of ESSTEAM’s spectacular success!
Dr. Praful Doshi
Gynaecologist and IVF Specialist, Surat
1. Detail of the Exterior Facade made of
bright coloured PVC Pipes
2. Exterior view of the Center from
across the road
3. Reception and waiting area
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Blossom INFERTILITY & IVF Centre
Clinic Renovation And Interiors @ Surat 2011
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M/S N.M.S. CHARITABLE TRUST: VASAN EYE HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL BUILDING @ SURAT 2007
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Detail of the Rain water pipe descending from the terrace
Typical Floor Plan
Detail of the dynamic louvered facade
Detail of the Metal artwork on the first floor
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Something
Concrete
PROJECTS
M/S K. Girdharlal: Mr. Parag Shah Factory Interiors @ Surat 2003
M/S Sparkle Diam Factory Building @ Mumbai 2004
Mr. Samir Champaneria Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2005
M/S Pratik Silk Mills Factory Building @ Surat 2005
Mr. Balasaheb Javlekar Farm House @ Sangli 2005
Mr. Vijay Kaji Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2005
M/S Oasis Institutional Campus: Oasis Valley @Chanod 2006
M/S Radiance Spunbond Pvt. Ltd. Factory Building @ Palsana 2006
M/S N.M.S. Charitable Trust: Vasan Eye Hospital Hospital Building @ Surat 2006
M/S Mandvi Education Society Administration Building @ Mandvi 2007
M/S Batliwala Process Engineering Workshop Building @ Ahmedabad 2007
Mr. Janak Mistry Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2009
Dr. Kalpesh And Dr. Sonal Jain Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2009
Mr. Yogesh Shah Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2009
Mrs. Mita Shah, Mr. Snehal Shah And Mrs. Saloni Shah Lowrise Office Building: Samanvay @ Surat 2010
M/S Shreepad Plastic Pvt. Ltd. Office Building @ Surat 2010
Lexus Technomist + Lexus Softmac Office + Factory Building @ Surat 2011
Mr. Amit Gajjar Farm House @ Surat 2011
M/S G.P.S. Corporation: Millennium School School Building And Campus Design @ Surat 2012
Dr. Praful And Dr. Mitsu Doshi Residence Bunglow @ Surat 2012

I think this madness started with the visionary ‘Crow’ Le
Corbusier. He demonstrated how the technology of reinforced
cement concrete could be used and it changed the world ever
since. What he did at Chandigarh and Ahmedabad, has had
a lasting impact on generations of architects starting with.
B. V. Doshi, Hasmukhbhai Patel and Charles Correa. In the
international scene, the Japanese master architects Kenzo Tange
and later Tadao Ando took form finished concrete architecture
to newer heights. Amongst the younger contemporary architects
in India, Bimal Patel and Gurjeetsingh Matharoo have been
creating interesting works through the use of this medium. Till
date, it has been one of the most difficult construction approach
and a very challenging one. Right from the beginning of our
practice, we have been propagating and practicing the principle
of ‘Honesty of Materials’ which is visible through our insistence
of usage of materials in their natural form viz. stones, wood, form
finished concrete, unplastered bricks, glass and metals.
Trying to learn from these masters, in these last 10 years, we
have adopted the technology of form finished concrete in a
number of projects like individual residences, mass housing,
jewellery factory, textile houses, landscape and even in
furnitures. What makes it challenging is the fact that there is
no room for error and if there is something we have not thought
about in terms of space planning or utility planning, it is ruthless
and does not permit any rectifications. What makes it interesting
is the fact that it’s a very sensitive material. Even the change in
its water content has a significant change in its aesthetic appeal.
We have successfully tried a number of finishes through various
shuttering surfaces like plywood, metal plates, textured cement
sheets, wood strips, and lately FRP moulds of wrinkled aluminum
sheets. The concrete responds to each shuttering surface and
when these walls bathe in the harsh sunlight of our region, it
becomes a treat to watch and feel. The latest addition to the
list of these concrete fantasies has been our new office building
at Surat where the form is sculpted in concrete through the
dynamic angular lines, wooden imprints all over the walls and
ceiling and the flooring of Ironite sprinkled concrete.

Indicates featured projects
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1. Model of the house
2. View of the Bedroom Block
3. Detail of the texture of the formfinished concrete

2

I was introduced to Snehal in the year 2003 by a common friend, when we had just acquired our new
factory premises for Lexus SoftMac. The unit was then a shabbily constructed textile unit. In the shortest
possible time span, the unit was dressed to impress visitors from all classes, with very modern open office
look. The steel and aluminium furniture designed for the office is timeless, which most visitors admire even
today after eight years. After this, ESSTEAM has worked on five more projects for us, which includes our
new dream factory and my home, which are wonderful experiments in form finished concrete construction.
Snehal has the skill to understand and analyse a client, and can resolve most vulnerable issues. Snehal
has considerably influenced my thoughts as a technologist. He and his team have helped me dream of the
wildest of technology in architecture and come out with very creative solutions.
Mr. Janak Mistry
Partner – M/s Lexus Softmac, Surat

MR. JANAK MISTRY
RESIDENCE BUNGLOW @ SURAT 2009
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SAMANVAY
LOWRISE OFFICE BUILDING @ SURAT 2010

2

1

1. View of the exterior
2. Plan of the Studio floor with detail of the storage
incorporated in the undulations of the facade
3. View of the undulating facade

3
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1. Sketches showing the design development of the light fitting
2. The light fitting made using GI Plumbing pipes and fittings

SAMANVAY
LOWRISE OFFICE BUILDING @ SURAT 2010
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Residence for Dr. Kalpesh & Dr. Sonal Jain, Surat

Shreepad Plastics Pvt. Ltd., Surat

Residence for Mr. Vijay Kaji, Surat
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Pratik Silk Mills, Surat

Entrance Foyer, K. G. House, Surat
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For
My City

PROJECTS
Surat Municipal Corporation Gopi Talao Redevelopment @ Surat 2006
M/S Mandvi Nagar Seva Sadan Bazaar Street Development @ Mandvi 2007
Mandvi Nagar Palika Street Development: Gauravpath @ Mandvi 2007
Surat Municipal Corporation Museum Interiors at Science Centre @ Surat 2007
In Association With M/S CEPT, Ahmedabad For Surat Municipal Corporation Bus Shelter for
BRTS Surat @ Surat 2008
Surat Municipal Corporation Diamond Gallery Interiors @ Surat 2008
Surat Municipal Corporation Integrated Lakes Development @ Surat 2009
Surat Municipal Corporation Multilevel Parking Building @ Surat 2010

Indicates featured projects
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Unfortunately, we live in a culture where no one really cares for things that
belong to everyone. I am referring to our cities and all the public places that
actually makes the cities. With a clear agenda to work on the public places
in the cities, we established Urban Initatives (UI), a partnership firm having
two Urban Designers and two Urban Planners as principal partners. Through
UI, we got involved in a number of meaningful projects, and fortunately the
Gem and Jewellery Park, the Gopi Talao and some others are about to be
completed. However, the most cherished project of UI has been the DPR
prepared for Interlinking of the 311 lakes of Surat City, and presently we
are already working on 15 of those lakes to create public places for Surtis.
ESSTEAM got involved in a number of projects with the Surat Municipal
Corporation like the City Museum and Diamond Gallery at the Science
Centre, Multilevel Parking, and some others. ESSTEAM’s association with
CEPT University resulted in our designing of the various Bus Shelters for the
upcoming BRTS Project in Surat.
Works
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SURAT MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
GOPI TALAO REDEVELOPMENT @ SURAT 2006

N

2006

2012
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Works
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1

3
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4

1. Detail of Reception and its backdrop
2. View of various exhibit panels and
objects
3. The egg shaped audio-visual room
4. Interior view of the audio-visual room

SURAT MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
MUSEUM INTERIORS AT SCIENCE CENTER @ SURAT 2007
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Our association with ESSTEAM during various projects has been an excellent experience. Snehal
possesses an excellent ability to get in details of every aspect and provide suggestions which are out
of the box, and this is commendable. His ability to convey his ideas to his team and get the desired
results is also appreciable. His ideas have made the City Museum very lively and interesting. The way in
which all the valuable objects at City Museum are presented make them even more valuable. I sincerely
wish that Snehal continues to provide services in a professional manner but at the same time not be
completely professional in maintaining relationships, and try to give personal touch to each project. I
would not like to hear from anyone that Snehal pahela aavo na hato!
Mr. C. Y. Bhatt
Deputy Commissioner, SMC, Surat

Works
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SURAT MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
BUS SHELTER FOR BRTS @ SURAT 2008
(In Association with CEPT, Ahmedabad)

1

2

4

3

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Interior view of the Bus shelter
Interior view of the Bus shelter
3D View of Bus shelters across the canal
3D view of the exterior

Works
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Workplaces
“If there is such a thing as a workaholic, I’m it, and that’s what 		
passes for leisure.”
Steve Earle

PROJECTS
Mr. Vijay Kaji Office Interiors @ Surat 1999
M/S S.Team Design Services Office Interiors @ Surat 2002
M/S Popular Book Store Retail Interiors @ Surat 2003
M/S Focus Photo Studio Retail Interiors @ Surat 2003
M/S Leo Coats Office Interiors @ Surat 2004
M/S Jainam Share Consultants Pvt. Ltd. Office Interiors @ Surat 2004
M/S R.R. & Company Office Interiors @ Surat 2005
M/S Fire Stone International Office Interiors @ Surat 2005
M/S Absolute Sound Retail Interiors @ Surat 2005
M/S The Stone World Retail Interiors @ Surat 2005
M/S Suraj Corporation Office Interiors @ Surat 2005
Mr. Sunil Shah Office Interiors @ Surat 2006
M/S Lexus Softmac Office Interiors @ Surat 2006
M/S Jainam Share Consultants Pvt. Ltd. Office Interiors @ Surat 2006
M/S Eklayaa Retail Interiors @ Surat 2006
Mr. Chetan Desai Office Interiors @ Surat 2006
M/S Batliwala Process Engineering Workshop Building @ Ahmedabad 2007
M/S Mandvi Nagar Seva Sadan Shopping Complex @ Mandvi 2007
M/S Mandvi Nagar Seva Sadan Shopping Complex: Gauravpath Shopping Arcade @ Mandvi 2007
Mr. Nilesh Bhoraniya Office Interiors @ Surat 2007
Jainam Share Consultants Pvt. Ltd. Office Interiors @ Surat 2007
Monaarc Corporation Office Interiors @ Surat 2007
M/S Tropical Refrigeration Retail Interiors @ Surat 2007
Mr. Apoorva Pathak Office Interiors @ Surat 2007
Mr. Bhavin Shah Office Interiors @ Surat 2007
M/S Lexus Technomist Office Interiors @ Mumbai 2007
M/S Jagdish C Mody Office Interiors @ Mumbai 2007
M/S Mandvi Nagar Seva Sadan Shopping Complex @ Mandvi 2008
M/S Lemon Technomist Office Interiors @ Surat 2008

Indicates featured projects
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M/S Rapaport Office Interiors @ Surat 2008
M/S Ankit Sales Retail Interiors @ Surat 2008
Suresh Surana & Associates Office Interiors @ Surat 2008
M/S Tirupati Corporation Godown Building And Office Interiors @ Surat 2009
Surat Municipal Corporation Museum Shop Design @ Surat 2009
M/S Surat City Gymkhana Health Club, Gym And Spa Interiors @ Surat 2009
M/S Rapaport Office Interiors @ Mumbai 2009
Mr. Bharat M. Patel Office Interiors @ Surat 2009
Mr. Balasaheb Javlekar Office And Showroom Interiors @ Surat 2009
M/S Jagdish C. Mody Factory Cum Office Interiors @ Mumbai 2009
Mrs. Mita Shah, Mr. Snehal Shah & Mrs. Saloni Shah Lowrise Office Building: Samanvay @ Surat 2010
Mr. Abhay Sanghvi Highrise Commercial Development: Sar Corporate Centre @ Surat 2010
M/S Supersonic Office Building @ Surat 2010
Mr. Rashesh Shah Office Interior @ Surat 2010
M/S Tirupati Electricals Retail Interiors @ Surat 2010
M/S Shreepad Plastic Pvt. Ltd. Office Building @ Surat 2011
Mr. Keyur Doshi - Saga Furniture Mall Showroom Building @ Surat 2011
Lexus Technomist + Lexus Softmac Office + Factory Building @ Surat 2011
M/S RSMA-SSA, LTPL & LF Office Building @ Surat 2011
Mr. Pawar Commercial Building @ Mohali 2011
K.P. Sanghvi Highrise Commercial Development @ Vadodara 2011
M/S Jagdish C. Mody Office Interiors @ Mumbai 2011
M/S K. Girdharlal Conference Interiors @ Surat 2011
Mr. Jigar Valani Office Interiors @ Surat 2011
M/S K. Girdharlal Office Interiors @ Mumbai 2012
M/S EssTeam Office Interiors @ Surat 2012
Mrs. Mita Shah Retail Interiors @ Surat 2012
M/S Sach Electricals Office Interiors @ Surat 2012

Work is worship! That’s what I have grown up learning from my hardworking
doctor parents. So, whenever, we have got opportunities to design
workplaces, offices or even retail stores, we have been the most excited,
more than any other projects. Offices and Retail showrooms offer a
wonderful opportunity to understand various organizations, how they
function and provide wonderful insights into various business models and
philosophies. Our endeavors have been to provide design solutions that are
very close to the clients’ design philosophies and such that they start feeling
the sense of ownership for the furniture and the building designed for
them. The furniture design for Lexus Softmac, and the showrooms for Saga
Lifestyle (a Furniture Mall) and Absolute Sound (an A/V solution destination)
have been our most cherished projects.
Works
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1. The unique table cantilevering off a single stainless
steel pipe
2. The work-stations
3. The waiting near the reception with the glass seats

S.TEAM DESIGN SERVICES
OFFICE INTERIORS @ SURAT 2002
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Waiting area on the ground floor with a curved, green stained concrete wall as the backdrop

Snehal’s work space with cantilevered polished plywood table top

S.TEAM DESIGN SERVICES
OFFICE INTERIORS @ SURAT 2002
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MR. KEYUR DOSHI: SAGA LIFESTYLE
SHOWROOM BUILDING @ SURAT 2011
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Works
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MR. KEYUR DOSHI: SAGA LIFESTYLE
SHOWROOM BUILDING @ SURAT 2011

1

4

2

5

1. Exterior Views of the building during day and evening times showing
different lighting conditions
2. Design of the artefact display system
3. Display of various designer chairs as seen from the exterior
4. Detail of the Director’s work space
5. Exhibit area on 3rd Floor
6. Exhibit area on 1st Floor with administrative areas in the background
7. Detail of glass brick facade from the creating beautiful light quality
on the inside.

3
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7

6

Being in the trade of furniture and lifestyle products, I come across a number of
design professionals. Honestly, Snehalbhai is one of the best architects I have met.
His unassuming and simple nature, highly creative design ideas and abundance
of practical knowledge makes him a very good architect. Behind his success, the
contribution of his team is also very important. EssTeam has some excellent team
members who are hardworking, sincere and also good at design. I know for sure that
EssTeam is going to go only one way – ‘UP’, however, there are a few areas where
there is scope of improvement for even better results.
Mr. Keyur Doshi
Director M/s Saga Lifestyles, Surat

Works
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1. Reception Table
2. Details of various tables custion-made for the
project
3. View of the working area
4. Exploded #D view of the Table
5. View of the working area
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2

M/S Lexus Softmac
Office Interiors @ Surat 2006
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Works
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1. View of the passage linking all spaces together
2. View of the external wall of the premise
3. View of one of the studios designed for the best
experience of listening and viewing
4. Detail of how the wiring has been taken care of
5. View of the space with the sound system

1

2

3

4

M/S Absolute Sound
Retail Interiors @ Surat 2005
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Works
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Farm Fresh

PROJECTS
Mr. Balasaheb Javlekar Farm House @ Sangli 2005
Mr. Yogesh Mittal Farm House Landscape @ Surat 2006
Mr. Amit Gajjar Farm House @ Surat 2011
Mr. Sagar Nanavati Farm House @ Surat 2012

In today’s hectic and stressful life, a day spent amidst nature provides the
elixir of rejuvenation. It’s ironical that human race has moved to this pressing
urbanized lifestyle by choice and now always longs to take a break and escape
into the nature. In the last few years, the trend of buying a large piece of land
away from the city and creating a second or a weekend home has been on a
rise. From designers’ point of view, we are always overjoyed to do farm houses
since there are no big limitations imposed by the bye-laws and limitless
possibilities offered by the nature around. During the course of practice,
we have done a couple of interesting farmhouses; one at Sangli amidst the
grape vineyards in Southern Maharashtra, and the other being at Surat. Use
of natural materials like local stone and wood and unplastered concrete and
brickwork makes the ambience earthy and warm.
Indicates featured projects
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MR AMIT GAJJAR
FARM HOUSE @ SURAT 2011

View of the landscape from between the two blocks

View of the interior of the living - dining block

I distinctly remember that day in 2004 when I had gone to meet Snehal, accompanied by my mom and
my wife, on the 2nd floor of Snehal Clinic. I was so impressed with the simplicity and authencity of the
taste of his office, that I had no hesitation in appointing EssTeam as architects for my farm at Gavier,
Surat. The planning was done, the construction had begun for my dream farm, but then some problem
regarding land title arose and we had to stop work for 5 years. However, even at that time Snehal and
his team stood by us and when we again started project, he himself suggested that this design is old
we should start all over again on what we have constructed already. Then he completely redesigned the
whole thing and transformed our old farm design to a completely different and a very innovative design
using only wood and exposed brickwork over the existing plinth. Thanks to his attitude of giving best at
all times to his client to meet their requirements, and at the same time exploring different materials,
different forms and constant innovations, the end product came out wonderfully well. All along this,
another aspect of EssTeam that is worth noting is their organization’s professional structure which is a
rare thing to see in Surat.
Mr. Amit Gajjar
Trustee – Millennium School Surat

Exterior view of the living - dining block
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Works
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MR BALASAHEB JAVALEKAR
FARM HOUSE @ SANGLI 2005

2

3

4

1. View of the form finished concrete Water Tank element
2. Detail of a junction showing how the different materials come
together
3. Night time view from the landscape
4. Interior view of the living - dining space
5. Interior view of one of the bedrooms

1
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Leisure and
Pleasure

“There is no pleasure in having nothing to do;
the fun is having lots to do and not doing it.”
— Andrew Jackson

PROJECTS
Adarsh Sahkari Ghar Bandnari Mandali Community Hall Renovation @ Surat 2006
Prasang Restaurant Restaurant Interiors @ Surat 2007
Surat Municipal Corporation Gopi Talao Redevelopment @ Surat 2008
Surat Municipal Corporation VVIP Room Interiors @ Surat 2009
Centre Court Restaurant Restaurant Interiors @ Surat 2010
Surat Municipal Corporation Integrated Lakes Development @ Surat 2010
Surat City Gymkhana Interiors For Gym And Spa Building @ Surat 2010
Centre Court Restaurant Restaurant Interiors @ Surat 2012

Indicates featured projects
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Call it Epicurean Alley or call it Khaudhara Galee,
the Surtis mean business when it comes to food.
Eating out is probably the biggest act of pleaure
for them. A number of restaurants and laaris open
every month and a number of them shut down
facing rejection by the people. Our restaurants
for Samir Modi – The Centre Court have been
surviving well over the last decade, although
changing the avatar every now and then. We have
really enjoyed doing them. After eating so much, its
quite necessary to burn out these tons of calories,
and the new Gym and Spa building interiors for
the Surat City Gymkhana has become a popular
setting for the discipline-minded, health conscious
individuals.
Works
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MR SAMIR MODI
CENTRE COURT RESTAURANT @ SURAT 2012
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MR SAMIR MODI
CENTRE COURT RESTAURANT @ SURAT 2012

Its not a coincidence that EssTeam has done
three of our restaurants. What has drawn me to
keep working with Snehal has been his approach
towards the work with utmost simplicity, honesty
and integrity – which I think is very rare these
days in India. As a client, I feel that Snehal has
never indulged in any practice which leads to
unnecessary expenses for the client irrespective
of his budget. There are many architectural firms
and architects who rely on their good ‘copypaste’ skills to create interesting looking projects,
however, what makes EssTeam stand out is their
client-centric focus and being blind to all other
clutter. Snehal has always amazed us with his
creative works. I wish EssTeam miles of progress!
Mr. Samir Modi
Centre Court Restaurant, Surat

1

2

1. Cozy seating for two
2. seating for a family /group carved out within
the central element
3. Floor Plan highlighting design of the central
focal element and how it hides all the
structure within itself
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Art
Design
PROJECTS
M/S Oblique Product Line: Champa Series @ Surat 2007
M/S Gujarat JHM Pvt. Ltd. Mural: The Tree of Life @ Surat 2008
M/S Gujarat JHM Pvt. Ltd. Fire Sculpture @ Surat 2008
M/S Lambda Mural: Autumn-Champa Series @ Ahmedabad 2008
Mr. Ambrish Patel Interior Mural at a Residence @ Ahmedabad 2008
Mr. Ashok Mehta Mural: Autumn-Champa Series @ Surat 2009
M/S Sayaji Hotels Screen Partitions @ Pune 2009
M/S Sayaji Hotels Floor Lobby Murals @ Pune 2009
M/S Sayaji Hotels Light Fixtures And Furniture Screens @ Pune 2009
M/S Rapaport Mural: Autumn-Champa Series @ Surat 2009
Mr. Shailesh Saraff Screen Partitions, Light Fixture and Paintings at a Residence @ Surat 2009
Mr. Nilesh Kava Exterior Mural at a Residence @ Ahmedabad 2009
M/S Oblique Product Line: The Screen @ Surat 2009
Mr. Rajesh Khandwala Artistic Staircase @ Ahmedabad 2010
Mr. Mahendra Patel Lighting Panels For a Home Theatre @ Anand 2010
M/S Gujarat JHM Pvt. Ltd. Multimedia Paintings: The Taj Gateway @ Surat 2010
Mr. Rajiv Vyas Feature Lighting Element @ Ahmedabad 2010
Mr. Rajesh Nandvani Screen Partition at a Residence @ Surat 2010
Mr. Kalpit Kapadia Mural: Autumn-Champa Series @ Surat 2010
Mr. Snehal Shah Screen Partition at a Residence @ Surat 2010
Ms. Hina Gandhi Screen Partition at a Residence @ Surat 2011
Dr. Shyam Shah Screen Partition at a Residence @ Mumbai 2011
M/S The Grand Bhagwati Lobby And Restaurant Signage @ Surat 2011
M/S The Grand Bhagwati Elevator Lobby Mural @ Surat 2011
M/S Shree Ram Krishna Exports Installation and Light Fixtures: The Butterfly Lounge @ Surat 2011
Mr. Nilesh Jaipal Screen And Interior Mural at a Residence @ Ahmedabad 2011
Dr. Kalpesh Jain Exterior Mural at a Residence @ Surat 2012
Mr. Jigar Valani Interior Mural at a Residence @ Surat 2012
M/S Agricultural Produce Market Committee Kalpavruksha Mural @ Surat 2012
M/S Agricultural Produce Market Committee Nature’s Blessing Mobile Installation @ Surat 2012
M/S Kanjibhai Tandel – The Gold Beach Resort Mural @ Daman 2012

A thing of Beauty is a Joy forever! We do not know exactly how we got involved
in Art and Product Design. However, it seems to have happened for a reason,
and now today, we are overjoyed to have Oblique (our art and product design
firm) at our arm’s length. Oblique, today is headed by Saloni, and well
supported by Kaizer Batliwala, Dubai and Walter D’Souza, Ahmedabad, and
is making its mark in the field of Art (especially metal art). During its life of 5
years, this baby firm has done some interesting art installations in hospitality
industry, corporate offices, and a number of residences. It also has an off the
shelf product range of lights and murals – The Champa Range, and lately The
Screen – artistic divider partitions between spaces.

Indicates featured projects
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The Tree of Life

While I have collaborated in different capacities with EssTeam on various projects, the most memorable
one is certainly the TREE OF LIFE at Taj Gateway Surat. At that time, I was heading the Real Estate
Projects Division of GJHM Hotels Ltd. and we were renovating and repositioning the Gateway Hotel.
The Hotel was 20 years old and needed a fresh look and feel, so the entire design of public spaces
was changed. Our Interior Designers were Duncan-Miller from USA and the Execution Architects were
GKKSSA from Mumbai. There was a particular design element which was envisioned by the Interior
Designers as “Tree of Life” but the choice of media and artwork was left to our team. We were struggling
with that as this was a very central element of the whole space and needed to be just right. Over a
cup of coffee, I shared this dilemma with Snehal and he took up this as a design challenge. Within a
very short time Snehal created a compelling design solution. The idea was so powerful that our entire
team got excited it and presented it to our Interior Designers for approval. They liked the idea but were
concerned about the finishes and execution quality. They handled the entire execution with precision
and professionalism. The end result was much better than envisioned by any of us and today “Tree of
Life” is the focal point of the Gateway Hotel lobby. Whenever I visit the Gateway Hotel Lobby the Tree of
Life brings back the wonderful memories of executing this highly complex, intricate and beautiful art
work — Thanks to the extraordinary efforts by Snehal & Saloni.

Medium: Brass

Mr. Sumant Kachru
Gujarat JHM, Surat

M/S GUJARAT JHM PVT. LTD.
THE TREE OF LIFE @ SURAT 2008
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Butterfly Lounge

Medium: Stainless Steel with Glass
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Medium: Stainless Steel with Back-Painted Glass

Medium: Stainless Steel with Acrylic Sheet

M/S SHREE RAM KRISHNA EXPORTS
THE BUTTERFLY LOUNGE @ SURAT 2011

Works
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Champa Series
Autumn

Mask

Bad Light

Under the Tree

Halo

M/S AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE MARKET COMMITTEE
KALPAVRUKSHA MURAL @ SURAT 2012
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Medium: Stainless Steel, Mild Steel and Paint

Works
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The Screen

MS HINA GANDHI
SCREEN AT RESIDENCE @ SURAT 2011
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Medium: Stainless Steel

Works
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The Butterflies

Medium: Stainless Steel and Aluminium
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DR. KALPESH JAIN
EXTERIOR MURAL AT A RESIDENCE @ SURAT 2012

Works
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Repertoire

MURAL AT THE GOLD BEACH RESORTE @ DAMAN 2012
Medium: Stainless Steel, Plywood and Painted Canvass

MURAL AT HOTEL THE GRAND BHAGWATI @ SURAT 2011
Medium: Stainless Steel and Mirrors

MOBILE INSTALLATION AT APMC @ SURAT 2012
Medium: Stainless Steel and Paint

PAINTING AT SHAILESH SARRAF RESIDENCE @ SURAT 2009
Medium: Painting on Canvass

WATER INSTALLATION AT APMC @ SURAT 2012
Medium: Stainless Steel
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FIRE SCULPTURE AT HOTEL TAJ GATEWAY @ SURAT 2008
Medium: Copper with Programmed Lighting
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“Coming together is a beginning.
Keeping together is progress.
Working together is success.”

04

Culture at ESSTEAM

As experienced by Jigar Dalal

Freedom
Professional-ism
3 to 5
Lessons for Life
Fun at Farm
Hunt...for a Vacant Ground
PIcnics
Office Atmosphere
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— Henry Ford
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Culture at ESSTEAM
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Freedom

“The best road to success is freedom!”
— Mahatma Gandhi

As a child, I was a brilliant student, always finishing
at the top of the class until ninth grade. Such was my
reputation that it built a dream in my parents’ eyes —
to see their son among the top ten students of the city
in the Board Examinations. Unfortunately, both their
dream and I were broken when I could not achieve
this platform. This ignited a fire within – thereafter,
I was always looking for a chance to prove myself.
The best day of my life came when both my design
thesis guides helped me achieve this goal in the
final year of my undergraduate architecture studies.
I was awarded a gold medal for ‘Best Performance
in the Final Academic Year’ and another for ‘Best
Performance in Design Thesis’ under their guidance.
One of these two guides was Ar. Mahesh Nagecha;
the other was Ar. Snehal Shah, who has played an
important role in my professional and personal life
ever since.
It was the year 2002 when I first met Snehal at the
SCET college campus, and a few interactions with him
compelled me to select him as my thesis guide, even
though he was very new to the college. I completed
my undergraduate architecture studies in June 2003
and joined ESSTEAM (then S.Team Design Services)
— Snehal’s Team, in July 2003, exactly 11 months
after ESSTEAM’s establishment.

Photographed by Saloni Shah
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What I like most about this office is the kind of freedom
and sense of ownership that has been provided to
each team member. I still remember my first project
at the office where I broke an entire physical model
just because I did not like the pitched roof, without
knowing that it was several days’ worth of effort put
in by two senior team members. I was expecting a
big remonstration for this, but instead, it converted
into a healthy discussion, eventually resulting in the
decision to go forth with the design I prepared on my
first day on the job. Inopportunely, we did not get that
project, but this incident gave my confidence a big
boost that helped me a lot in my professional career
subsequently. During my journey with ESSTEAM, from
a Fresher to Junior Architect, to Senior Architect to
Project Head, and finally becoming a Partner in this
illustrious organization, I learnt many different sides
of the profession. Being one of the oldest members of
the current team, I took this opportunity to write about
the Culture at ESSTEAM, which I believe has played a
major role in ESSTEAM’s success so far.

My First Day at Office
I never imagined that I would be in for a shock when
I reached the office on day one, July 16, 2003.
The reception desk was empty, and so was the
waiting area with glass seats. I turned to find an
empty discussion table surrounded by reasonably
empty soft boards. I was dazed and thought to
myself, ‘Where have I landed?’ I then checked
the workstations, and found only two of the eight
occupied by two staff members, working on desktop
computers, and during our subsequent discussion,
found that both had joined the office on that very
day! I decided that I was not a bird fit for this nest.
However, while moving toward the printing desk, my
eyes moved to the small soft board near the printing
station, a single A4 paper tacked on it. This small
piece of paper proved all my assumptions wrong. It
read: ‘Ek sthapati nu 2011 na Surat mate nu gulabi
swapn’ (An architect’s rosy dream of Surat in 2011).
Reading that, I suddenly felt lucky to have made
the decision to begin my professional journey in this
office, for I certainly believe that to choose the right
school is the foundation for the right education.
This simple yet emphatic article was but just a
glimpse of Snehal’s thinking process. If I start writing
about Snehal and his continuous efforts toward
setting up the right culture at ESSTEAM, it will lead
to the writing of a whole new book. Having said
this, I would like to glance upon a few areas which
explain about the culture that has been developed
at the office, laying emphasis on an interactive
atmosphere, a professional approach, the win-win
theory, an individual’s identity and personal growth,
to name but a few.

Culture at ESSTEAM
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Professional-ism
During my nine years with ESSTEAM, I have come to an understanding that the office sustains because
clients are happy with the services that are provided to them as well as the integrity that ESSTEAM
has constantly shown. It is very likely in a profession, where fees are to be paid on a percentage basis,
that the interest of a person leans toward a commercial approach more than a creative one. This is
the aspect where ESSTEAM has put so many efforts to instil the right values, and so, each member
is polished through a rigorous process. As a result, we are fathoms away from the tag of commercial
architects and our list of clients shows that we haven’t lost many, and that the Banyan Tree is growing
bigger, deeper and stronger with each passing day.
At ESSTEAM, we pay no heed to the term ‘hierarchy’. It is understood that each member has a role to
perform in a systematic way. The profession we are in requires a lot of communication and many, many
decisions every day. Everybody sits on same floor including Designers, Engineers and the Drafting
team for easy accessibility, as well as to cut down process time. Similarly, we do not have any doors in
the office, thus never stopping one individual approach another, as, ultimately, it affects both the work
and its quality. The systems we follow here at ESSTEAM have helped us a lot in our incessant growth. It
is strongly believed that good paper work is very important to effectively handle projects of any scale,
and so a special emphasis has been put on systems like the Daily Task List (scheduling of works to be
handled the next day), Drawing and Document-release Transmittals, Site Visit Reports (decisions taken
on site and decisions to be given at the site), Minutes of Meeting (an apposite documentation to avoid
any discrepancy in future communications), Agreements (for each project, specifying the kind of services
that are offered), etc.
‘Transfer your words into reality!’ This is what each member of ESSTEAM has to agree with. When I got
to know about this book, I felt it was very important to explain this chapter, as ESSTEAM’s culture has
played a major role in its success so far. The initially small ESSTEAM had written its ‘Mission Statement’
in its early days, and we have since then redoubled out efforts to stick to it.

“To deliver high standard design solutions to any design issue encompassing diverse
fields through in-depth and passionate endeavours.
To work towards overall development of the team members through commitments
and efforts that go beyond professional engagements.”
The latter part of this mission statement is about the members’ overall growth; here on I shall delve into
some of the activities that have been undertaken toward this goal.
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3 to 5

Saturday Activities
As children, we were always told that activities beyond academia are of equal importance for
an individual’s overall growth. But have we ever planned our daily schedules accordingly?
‘How can I think of recreation with so much workload and deadlines? I shall make time for
them in the next week/month/year’. These are some common excuses we hear around
us. I, however, have witnessed first-hand, all of these so-called extra-curricular activities
helping a lot toward building a team, increasing work-efficiency manifold, and providing
relief from unnecessary pressures and burdens. They are of extreme significance just as
your body needs proper rest to build good health and a sound mind.

1

2

3

4

At ESSTEAM, it is part of our culture for the entire office to sit together every Saturday, from
3:00 pm to 5:00 pm, invariably for some or the other productive, recreational activity.
On each of these occasions, an individual takes the initiative to arrange interesting
activities for the entire team. Some of these activities in the past have included Treasure
Hunts, where more than twenty team members have been seen running all over the
office premises to find clues; Workshop with artist Hiren Faldu at Olpad, where everyone
was trying to explore different materials; Column Painting competition on ‘Seasons’;
Quiz competitions; ‘FOCUS’, a photographic movement started at ESSTEAM to bring
out the special notes of the city; One Minute game show, where everybody was trying
to prove themselves the best in a given task; Constructing a Stable Bridge from plastic
straws where everyone was trying to recall their knowledge of Structure; watching and
discussing documentary movies, and other activities of a similar nature.

1. Clay workshop
2., 3. Straw bridge exercise
4. Column painting
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Lessons for Life

Fun at Farm

Oasis Character Building Workshops

At PraMal Farm

It is hard to believe that the Proprietor of an office works alone for three days straight,
receives and answers each and every call targeted toward more than twenty team
members, prepares drawings by himself, keeps track of site progress, attends to
each and every client, vendor and agency single-handedly—all this so that each team
member may peacefully attend these workshop sessions that would help them build
their character, enhance their personal relationships, help them set personal goals, and
find ways to a joyous life. This decision was taken by the Founder of ESSTEAM in 2007
as a starting point to work toward the second part of ESSTEAM’s mission statement.

The cars begin reaching the Farm around 4:30 pm, after an hour’s struggle of collecting people and the
required goods for the wonderful evening ahead. Soon, the teams are announced and the batsman takes
to the crease, the bowler has the ball in hand, 8–10 fielders are placed around the batsman, the only
chair on the ground becomes the wicket at the non-striking end, and the spectators take their seats at the
periphery of the ‘stadium’ in a single row. The already difficult task for the batsmen to score runs is further
exacerbated by permitting a one-pitch catch legal and a ‘six’ crossing the fence getting the batsman sent
back to the ‘pavilion’. Now begins this exciting little cricket match. The nearly sixty square meters of plinth
at the Farmhouse has witnessed the cricketing skills of almost all the 100+ members of ESSTEAM so far.

In these aforesaid training sessions so far, people have learnt the importance of the
aspects described in Late Stephen R. Covey’s book ‘The 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People’. Personally, I feel that these are some quite sensible and easy ways to improve
the quality of life in a short time, but are inadvertently ignored by individuals under
constant pressure of winning the professional rat-race.

Once the sun starts setting, the same pitch transforms into a platform where various talents are exhibited
during games like Dumb Charades. ESSTEAM members can enact any Hindi, English, Gujarati, Bhojpuri,
South-Indian or even non-existing movie names during the game quite comfortably. The historic performance
on the Hindi movie ‘Masti’ by Vaibhav still retains the title of the ‘Best Enactment of All Time’. Late evening
activities like dance, music and a wonderful dinner are the trademark of the ‘Fun at the Farm’ occasions.
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Hunt...
for a Vacant Ground

Picnics

Tring, tring……
“Wake up, idiot, we are late!”
A repetitive line, one that I have become accustomed to hearing every Sunday
morning for the past six years. Yes, like all Surtis, we too are crazy for Cricket.
There are hardly any grounds left in the city with which we do not have any
memories of the sport attached. The Cricket match on the wet, muddy surface
at ‘Dumas’ has been one of our most memorable matches, along with the final
match of the tournament organised by ‘Lemon Technologies’, where ESSTEAM
was pronounced Champion. It was a tough task on every Sunday morning to
find a ground to play, until we were finally ready with our very own Cricket pitch.
Today, this small gesture has taken a gigantic form, where many of our clients,
professional colleagues, vendors, agencies, as well as consultants have become
an indelible part, and sometimes the list of players is so long that tournaments
need to be arranged to give everyone a fair chance to prove their mettle.
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In any profession, the main strength lies in teamwork — a team that acts as one, a team that receives and
shares ideas, issues and solutions, a team that crosses the limitations of professional engagements and
acts as one big family, a team that can stand up together against any and every problem of individuals
and everyone. It requires a good and healthy atmosphere to build such a family. Of equal importance
are the families of each team member. Outings of the whole family with ESSTEAM provide such a
platform to its team members where they can share their personal talks with professional friends/
colleagues and families can interact with and understand each other. These outings are also useful
in providing quality time to a person with his/her family from their busy daily schedules. Though such
outings require a lot of arrangements and pre-planning, a shared team effort has made every one of
them comfortable, enjoyable and memorable.
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Office Atmosphere
Since each member of ESSTEAM spends more of his/her waking hours in the office than at home, it is
very important that one should feel an atmosphere akin to the latter at the office as well. Fortunately,
this environment has been created through ESSTEAM’s proactive members. If you visit the office, do not
be surprised if you hear a loud laughter on the studio floor, people moving around with coffee mugs, a
shout to ask for Babukaka’s tea, Dotiwala’s biscuits lying in drawers along with stationeries, songs of
Mithun and Bappi Lahiri’s era blasting at full volume, groups of people discussing on any topic, a menu
being prepared at one of the table for next day’s lunch, and other eccentricities. This kind of freedom
exists alongside the responsibility of completing the day’s tasks by every team member with complete
and utter integrity.
The thing about this office that I like the most is that people do not hesitate to share their technical
expertise, an unwavering command on software or any other skill. I have witnessed quite a few people
initiating special workshops to educate other members regarding software know-how (like Photoshop,
SketchUp, etc.), as well as knowledge of photography skills along with the technical knowledge on
current cameras and the importance of each given function. Also, several members have, in the past,
been sent to special classes during office hours for several days to learn new software such as Revit.
We believe that the entire office must work as a single body with variegated brains, as it brings out the
best from every individual, and thus helps the office in its progress. We respect everyone’s ideas but
understand that it isn’t necessary to implement them unless and until the person is convinced of the
same. The atmosphere at the office allows everyone to put their thoughts up front even against the boss,
and it is always resolved through healthy discussions, until both parties reach an amicable and positive
consensus — a system we strive to achieve on any given day, the basis for the Culture at ESSTEAM.
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